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Percived real world system
Conceptual Object model
A model of the 
real world system
A model of the combinatorial 
optimization problem
A model of the usage 
of the software system
Combinatorial Optimization model
Implemented software system





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































xij = 1, ∀j∑
j






























yk ∈ {1, ..., n} NJIGJ;O^GJ;(YJ;OTfN¤NL9<;
k
4 NL9MOZ7NU¥§fZ`YLZ7NJ;(V> ÂIaG








































j ∈ J = {1, ..., n} [T<V dij Z`YNL9<;M(I*YLNI :V;O]7Z7§;OGLZ7TzbzIkIfVY
NJIMOW<YLNJIa;OG




























xij = 1, i ∈ I, ÂRX6SR∑
i∈I
xij ≤ capjyj, j ∈ J, ÂRX6Sc
yj ∈ B, j ∈ J, ÂRX6 }ﬀ















M)[TN{[;¤[GJ;QNL9<;OTb[]7]^²I*YJYLZ7]`;QYLW<YJ;ONJY_I  {1, ..., n} 6
Y ⊆ {1, ..., n} ÂRX6Sg
xi ∈ Y, i ∈ I ÂRX6Łw
³WGLNL9<;OGeNL9<;M)[^[aMOZ7NU¬M(IaT<YLNLG{[Z7TfNJY_Z`YqYJZ7^]7YLN{[NJ;(Vª«Z7NL9NL9<;EncflEaÂmc:M(IaT<YLNLG{[Z7TfN±N






























weight(Y, [c1, ..., cn], w)
ÂRX6S
















xij = 1, i ∈ I ÂRX675*5¹∑
j∈J















































viui ≤ V ÂRX675)c


























rij = 1, i ∈ I ÂRX675O}ﬀ
hiri1 + hiri2 + liri3 + liri4 + wiri5 + wiri6 − αi = 0, i ∈ I ÂRX675)
liri1 + wiri2 + hiri3 + wiri4 + hiri5 + liri6 − βi = 0, i ∈ I ÂRX675)g
wiri1 + liri2 + wiri3 + hiri4 + liri5 + hiri6 − δi = 0, i ∈ I ÂRX675ﬁw
αi, βi, δi ∈ Z+, i ∈ I









































gij + gji + aij + aji + fij + fji − ui − uj ≥ −1, i, j ∈ I, i < j ÂRX675)y
xi + αi − xj + Lgij ≤ L, i, j ∈ I, i 6= j ÂRX675)
yi + βi − yj +Waij ≤W, i, j ∈ I, i 6= j ÂRX6SR*±
zi + δi − zj +Hfij ≤ H, i, j ∈ I, i 6= j ÂRX6SRX5¹
xi + αi ≤ L, i ∈ I ÂRX6SR*R
yi + βi ≤W, i ∈ I ÂRX6SR*c
zi + δi ≤ H, i ∈ I ÂRX6SR}ﬀ
xi, yi, zi ∈ Z+, i ∈ I


































aijxj = 1, i ∈M ÂRX6SR*











aijxj ≤ 1, i ∈M ÂRX6SR*g










































di ≤ today [T<VD^]\[NJ;(Y[­Iﬁ§;¥NL9<;(YJ;>Z7TPNL9<;sYLN{[aM{kY)6Cû ;sV;©ß<T<;¥NL9<;sYJ;ON
N = P ∪ {0} ∪ {n + 1} ª«9<;OGJ;±[T<V n + 1 M(IaGLGJ;(YL^²IaT<VYNJINL9<;sYLN{[GLNQ[T<Vx;OT<V
^²I*YLZ7NLZ`IaT<YqI NL9<;MOG{[T<;*6
³WGLNL9<;OG)óª£;QZ7TfNLGJIfVXW<M(;>NL9<;C #Ia]7]`Iﬁª«Z7Tz^[G{[;ONJ;OGJY±N
• tij NHNLZ7;QNJIsIﬁ§;Q #GJIaNL9<;Q^²I*YLZ7NLZ`IaTI ﬃ^]\[NJ; i ∈ N NJIYJN{[aMJ j ∈ S 6
• t′ji
NHNLZ7;QNJIsIﬁ§;Q #GJIaYLN{[aMJ
j ∈ S NJIsNL9<;Q^²I*YLZ7NLZ`IaTI ﬃ^]\[NJ; i ∈ N 6
• di NHVXW<;V<[NJ;I ^]\[NJ; i ∈ P 6




• ail = 1 Zà  di > dl [T<Vb±sIaNL9<;OGLª«Z`YJ;*6




• xij = 1 Zà ^]\[NJ; i ∈ P Z`Y«Iﬁ§;(VNJIYLN{[aM{ j ∈ S [T<Vb±IaNL9<;OGLª«Z`YJ;*6
• yil = 1 Zà 3^]\[NJ; i Z`YqI)§;(VbVXZ7GJ;(MONL]7²;© #IaGJ;^]\[NJ; l [T<Vx±sIaNL9<;OGLª«Z`YJ;*6
83I;)[aYJ;NL9<;QIkV;O]7]7Z7Tzª£;>Z7TNLGJIkVXW<M(;QNL9<; ÂIa]7]`I)ª«Z7Tz[WXÈkZ7]7]\[GL§a[GLZ\[]`;(Y¹N














• zijl = 1 Zà ^]\[NJ; i Z`Y:I)§;(VNJIYLN{[aMJ j [T<V^]\[NJ; l Z`Y«I)§;(VbVXZ7GJ;(MONL]7[u #NJ;OG
[T<Vx±IaNL9<;OGLª«Z`YJ;*6
• qilj = 1 Zà ­IaNL9b^]\[NJ;(Y i [T<V l [GJ;I)§;(VbNJIYLN{[aMJ j [T<Vb±sIaNL9<;OGLª«Z`YJ;*6























xij = 1, i ∈ P ÂRX6SR*y∑
i∈N













si + tij + t
′
jl −K(1− zijl) ≤ sl, i, l ∈ N, j ∈ S
ÂRX6Sc*c
xij + yil − 1 ≤ zijl, i ∈ P, j ∈ S, l ∈ N ÂRX6Sc}ﬀ
pilsi ≤ sl, i, l ∈ P ÂRX6Sc*
s′j −K(1− xij) ≤ si, i ∈ P, j ∈ S
ÂRX6Sc*g
dixij −Krij ≤ ej , i ∈ P, j ∈ S ÂRX6Scw
si −K(1− ailqilj) ≤ sl, i, l ∈ P, j ∈ S ÂRX6Sc*y
xij + xlj − 1 ≤ qilj, i, l ∈ P, j ∈ S ÂRX6Sc*
si ≥ 0, i ∈ N ÂRX6 }±
s′j ≥ 0, j ∈ S
ÂRX6 }<5¹
xij ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ P, j ∈ S ÂRX6 }R
yil ∈ {0, 1}, i, l ∈ N ÂRX6 }c
rij ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ N, j ∈ S ÂRX6 }*}ﬀ
zijl ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ P, j ∈ S, l ∈ N ÂRX6 }

























































































































Start dropping plate [ PlateHolder ready to recive ]
Start moving crane [ No collision ]
Start moving crane [ No collision ]








































































































































































































































































^GJIa]`;OYª«Z7NL9|YLN{[NLZ`M[T<V VXkT[Z`MV<[N{[X6&û ;[GJ;Z7T NL9<; #Ia]7]`Iﬁª«Z7Tzb[Z7T]7D #I¨
MOW<YJ;(VDIaTx;ONL9<IkVYe #IaGCYJIa]7§kZ7Tz&^GJIa]`;OYª«Z7NL9PYLN{[NLZ`M¥V<[N{[]`;)[)§fZ7TzNL9<;¥VXfT[Z`M
;ONL9<IkVYqYJIa;Oª«9[N_Z7T¬NL9<;[aMJkz*GJIaWT<V26
È wT;qzy{wpÊÉ)H{y1qMs Ëuw+Ì ÍÎo+xy{Ï Ð¨yT
vﬁwÏ5tHqqzy{wpÑrQy{Ï5o






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































xij = 1, i ∈ I ÂcX6SR
xij ≤ yj, i ∈ I, j ∈ J ÂcX6Sc∑
i∈I
xij ≤ capj, j ∈ J ÂcX6 }ﬀ
atmost(capj , [s1, ..., sm], j), j ∈ J ÂcX6S∑
j∈J
j xij − si = 0, i ∈ I ÂcX6Sg
membership ê booleans(Y, [y1, ..., yn])
ÂcX6Łw
Y ⊆ {1, ..., n} ÂcX6Sy
si ∈ Y, i ∈ I ÂcX6S
0 ≤ yj ≤ 1, j ∈ J ÂcX675)±














































































































































aijxj ≥ bi, i ∈M ÂcX675)R
xj ∈ Z+, j ∈ P
³<IaG;)[aM{9 YL[]7]Z7NJ;O¿ª£;s9[(§;[GJIﬁª














































aijxj ≥ bi, i ∈M ÂcX675)c
xj ∈ R+, j ∈ P ′
³<IaG;)[aMJ9¹GJI)ª

















liyi ≤ Lt ÂcX675O}ﬀ
yi ∈ Z+, i ∈M
8:9<;OGJ;¤Z`Y[^GLZ`MOZ7Tz^GJIa]`;O ÂIaGC;)[aM{9x]\[GLz;¤Z7NJ;OËNUk^­;









































































xj ∈ R+, j ∈ P, pii ∈ R+, i ∈M
³<IaG







































NL9<;M(Ia]7WTz;OT<;OG{[NLZ`IaT Z7TNL9<;MOWGLGJ;OTfNQG{[T<MJ9Z7TzbT<IkV;*ó²Zà  dLBe ≥ LP ó²ª«9<;OGJ;
LP
Z`Y@NL9<;eY{Ia]7WNLZ`IaT§*[]7W<;eNJI¤NL9<;e[aYLNJ;OG:^GJIa]`;OóXYLZ7T<M(;CT<I>²;ONLNJ;OG:­IaWT<VM)[T­;





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Æ þ ß ß Ü
Ú












































































































































































































































































































































































































































atpqp = dt, t ∈ T
ÂX675¹































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ï ÐÑ ÒÔÓ Õ¦ÖØ×ÔÓÚÙ ÛÝÜ<Þ<Òàß áâ Ð Ñ ã ÜÑåäÓ






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Is = [bs, es]
³\Ëq®ﬁ«S¨G«





dp ∈ Is Ê¦j«Sªﬁ«S¨U©4°O°DRµT®ﬁ«¬T±DÚ«X¶4Ä#µT®ﬁ«
±OªµG«S¨TÆ7©4°Æ7©4¨T±<«1¬yÄI¨G¶.ÂÎ¶.ªﬁ«X©4ªﬁ¯¢6´µG¶oÂ>©4ªA¯ﬁ©L\¬
¯6«S´_«Sªﬁ¯\±Oª6²¶.ªµT®ﬁ«4Ú¶.ªﬁ«7Ê

























 1	  1  8-9  8-9 
 10-11  10-11 
 12-13  12-13 
 14-15  14-15 
 16-17  16-17 
 18-19  18-19 
 20-21  20-21 
 22-23  22-23 
 21-24  21-24
 25-28  25-28 
 29-32  29-32 
 33-36  33-36 
 37-40  37-40 
 41-44  41-44 
 45-48  45-48 





































































































































Stacksz − 1 ﬃ"
x = x+ 1















b = e+ 1
³
e = b


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S ¨U©4ªﬁ¯6¶.ÂªA6ÂXÅJ«S¨Í¶4ÄX´6°a©4µG«1¬Å_«SµvË«1«Sª ©i°<¶Ë«S¨R©4ªﬁ¯6´6´J«S¨VÅJ¶=6ªﬁ¯ ­G®z©4ª6²h«
¯!ﬁ«kZ¯ﬁ©4µG«ÅyÇµT®ﬁ«RÄI¶.°O°<¶BËq±Oª6²]´6¨G¶2­1«1¯!6¨G«7³qËq®6±<­G®!±<¬>«1¬U¬G«SªµT±a©4°O°D©i­92­S°O±<­¬T®6±ÄIµÈI­Ä}Ê
Ãﬁ²,6¨G«1&0'o¶.ªµT®ﬁ«jÄI¶.°O°<¶BËq±Oª6²>´z©4²h«BÉ¡
• S ¨U©4ªﬁ¯6¶.Âo°D­U®ﬁ¶7¬G«Sª´6°a©4µG«7³ p1 ³±<¬j­G®ﬁ¶7¬G«SªÄ/¨G¶.Â ´6°a©4µG«1¬jËq±OµT®]©¯!ﬁ«kZ¯ﬁ©4µG«o±Oª
µT®ﬁ«
±OªµG«S¨TÆ7©4°6Ä/¨G¶.Â¬U¶.Â«Âo±Oª6±OÂN6Â ­U®z©4ª6²h«q®ﬁ¶.¨T±DÚ¶.ªoÄI¨G¶.Â µT®ﬁ«q­96¨T¨G«Sªµ¯ﬁ©0µG¶
¬U¶.Â«oÂ>©.2±OÂN6Â ­G®z©4ª6²h«®ﬁ¶.¨T±DÚ¶.ª|Ä/¨G¶.Â µT®ﬁ«o­96¨T¨G«Sªµ¯ﬁ©0hÊoû6¨G¶.Â ¬TµU©4µT±<¬TµT±<­©4°
¯ﬁ©4µU©µT®ﬁ«1¬U«NÆ7©4°Dﬁ«1¬y®z©1Æh«)ÅJ«1«SªE¬U«SµµG¶³&0/L©4ªﬁ¯¢',/¯ﬁ©02¬ÄI¨G¶.ÂÐµT®ﬁ«)­96¨T¨G«Sªµ
¯ﬁ©LhÊ




























































































































































































































































































Ï ÐÑ ÒÔÓ Õ¦ÖØ×ÔÓÚÙ ÛÝÜ<Þ<Òàß áâ Ð Ñ ã ÜÑåäÓ
æ äâ ÐÑÔßçÓ ÞÒ Ñ æ ×ÝÞ<èêéåÑØÐ^Ù ë




















































































































































































































• Á ®ﬁ«@5¼¬?@53L5ŁE]:+E8B=Ł¶4Äf©ª39B=< >!E8B=Ł$ÊýZª¶=6¨E­©.¬G«µT®ﬁ«±Oª6±OµT±a©4°¬GµG¶.¨U©4²h«©4ªﬁ¯
µT®ﬁ«¬U«L2yﬁ«Sªﬁ­1«Â¶Æh«SÂ«SªµG¬>Ëq±OµT®{Â¶BÆh«SÂ«Sªµ>µT±OÂ«1¬Äe¶.¨o«©.­G®Q­S¨U©4ªﬁ««ﬁ©.­SµT°D
¯6«SµG«S¨TÂo±Oªﬁ«XµT®ﬁ«f¬G¶.°D6µT±<¶.ªÊ




































































































































































































































































































































































ÐChoose crane with 
earliest idle-time







î[Plate is on top of source stack AND 
(is exit movement OR destination stack is ready)]
[Move will cause a conflict]















Ð[Move will cause a conflict],
Handle Conflict



































































































































î[Plate is not in source stack] Remove this movement
and following movements
 of this plate
[Other crane is moving requested plate]
Handle Conflict Get next 
movement
[Plate is not on top of source stack]
[No destination stack ready to receive]
Find a destination stack,
ready to receive
Insert movement of top plate
before current movement 
in sequence







positions for both cranes
[Possible for crane to move closer]
Move crane next 
to other crane
[Other crane is waiting]
[Crane already next to other crane]
Move away to make 
room for other crane































































































































s ∈ S′ ¡
mds = min





S≥ = {s ∈ S′|mds ≥ ddp}, S< = {s ∈ S′|mds < ddp}, È/þÉ
ýZÄ










s ∈ S′′ Ë«L¨G«1­1¶.¨G¯ mds − ddp Â(6°OµT±O´6°O±<«1¯ÅA µT®ﬁ«o­1¶7¬Gµf¶4Äq©E¯\±O²=k]6´Ê Ö «Sµ
dcs
ÅJ«µT®z©4µjÆ.©4°Dﬁ«7Êb«LËq±O°O°µT®ﬁ«Sª|®z©Æh«





































































































































































s0 ∈ S Ëq±OµT®R¶.Å!p}«1­SµT±OÆh« F (s0) Ê n = 0
4\0
F (sn) ≥ F (sn−1)
Ùﬀ_0B-Ä
































s0 ∈ S Ëq±OµT®R¶.Å!p}«1­SµT±OÆh« F (s0) Ê n = 0
F ? = F (s0)
Ê
s? = s0









F (s) ≤ F (sn) ôWõ"ö8÷
sn+1 = s
òºó
F (s) < F ? ôWõö8÷
s? = s
{b@m:3É¥:¹@m:,Ł?~+B=« Ł}>A«¹59@


































































































































































































































































































































s0 ∈ S Ëq±OµT®R¶.Å!p}«1­SµT±OÆh« F (s0)












s ∈ N(sn) ý û
òºó
(
F (s) < F and a(s) 6∈ TL) or F (s) < F ? ôWõöO÷
s = s
Ç
F = F (s)
sn+1 = s








F < F ? ôWõöO÷
s? = s
Ç
F ? = F


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• a «1¬TµT±Oªz©4µT±<¶.ª¬TµU©.­Ø d Äe¶.¨N©Â¶Æh«SÂ«Sªµ m Ê
• _ ¶Æh«SÂ«Sªµ mi Äe¶.°O°<¶Ë«1¯¯\±O¨G«1­SµT°DEÅy mj Ê
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Simulated Annealing - 0.1
Simulated Annealing - 0.01
Simulated Annealing - 0.01
Simulated Annealing - 0.01















































































































































































































































































Tabu Search - Total Time
Tabu Search - Move Time
Simulated Annealing - Total Time
Simulated Annealing - Move Time






















































































































]u]*<Ecsvncsu  tYoﬂcE~  tYoﬂcx  tYoﬂce{
¹"%'<bcsuht*;»#ﬂ]$Df¨^`oôcp]YkmÖ^`ovncsuw[z]_ ~ Ö ~py



























]u]*<Ecsvncsu  tYoﬂcÔ~  tYoﬂcx  tYoﬂce{
¹"%'<bcsuht*;»#ﬂ]$DfÒ^`oÖcp]Ykmô^`o©vncsuw[Y]_ ~ x Ø















]u]*<Ecsvncsu  tYoﬂcÔ~  tYoﬂcx  tYoﬂce{





























































































Özx*Øﬂ Ø Øﬂ {
x1ksu]oﬂclfx( ~py yïmﬂt%unf

`~ ÷ { Ö~

 x Øﬂ {
x1ksu]oﬂclfx( ÷ yïmﬂt%unf

 Ø m Öz{zy Ø Øﬂ Ø




mÖ Özx ÷m Øﬂ Ø














 y mÖ {










































































 { ~pymÖ Öz{*Øﬂ { Øﬂ Ø
x1ksu]oﬂclfx(~py yïmﬂt%unf

 Ø ÷ { Ö~Y { Øﬂ {











Özx*Øﬂ Ø Øﬂ {
x1ksu]oﬂclfx(~py yïmﬂt%unf

`~ ÷ { Ö~
































































`~  x Øﬁ `~ Øﬂ y



























`~  x Øﬁ `~ Øﬂ y
î?%ﬂcü|#ﬂ]vnc

`~ ÷ { Ö~

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i ∈ PLbelow ¸@º




PLoverlap = PLoverlap ∪ {i}





i ∈ PLoverlap ∧ oj ≥ 0 ¸\º
Z oj = min
{
oi − ejtotal , oj
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x3 = max(x1, x2)
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This paper presents a methodology for information systems development (ISD) specifically 
designed for the development of combinatorial optimization (CO) based systems.  
The usual approach in ISD is to invest significant resources in the beginning of the project in 
order to reduce the risk of solving the wrong problem. However this approach fails to consider 
that, in developing CO based IS, it is difficult for the users to specify what they request from the 
IS until they actually see it in action. Therefore for CO based IS the initial system analysis and 
design will always be inaccurate and incomplete.  
Experiences in developing CO software systems point to two important factors differentiating 
projects with CO from other ISD projects:  
1. Knowledge exchange between developers and users is particularly difficult due to the 
complexity of the CO technique.  
2. Software based on CO is difficult to divide into smaller development tasks to be used as 
prototypes.  
We therefore propose a methodology based on an agile approach focused on the facilitation of 
knowledge exchange between developers and users. This is achieved through frequent 
encounters focused on the discussion of a model, a prototype, or a release that act as boundary 
objects during the discussion. Frequent encounters require short development cycles and 
therefore create the need to subdivide the CO development task is subdivided into smaller tasks. 
Developing CO based systems normally requires long periods of non-interaction due to the 
complexity of developing the CO core. We propose a way to subdivide the development of CO 
systems into smaller tasks that present increasing level of complexity. These smaller tasks are 
manageable in relatively short periods of time hence making possible the use of the ideas behind 
agile methodologies. 
High frequency poses a limit to the increments in software complexity therefore allowing the 
users to comment at full capacity on the work done by the developers. The methodology focuses 
on making the users able to give well grounded reasons when they ask the developers to change 
the software or extend it.  
This openness to change in goals and objectives is reflected in the methodology in the fact that 
the idea of a well-defined initial definition of the project goal is not pursued, but rather it is 
recommended to allow for an emergent process of goal determination within a larger interest 
area. The specific path followed to reach the final goal emerges during the execution of the 
project according to the decisions taken collaboratively by the groups of developers and users 
and is hence impossible to define in advance.  
The users-developers interaction is carried out at fixed rhythm to make sure that the project is 
keeping on going in the right direction and to keep the users motivated in giving their feedback 
to the developers.  
Finally, the process, focusing on short concentrated meetings, is designed not to interfere with 
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A high failure percentage in information system development (ISD) projects is a well-known 
problem. A large number of different processes or methodologies have been proposed to reduce the 
risk of ending up with a failed project. A methodology can be described as a suggested way of 
doing things – a description of a process, which in this case is the process of developing software 
[Pries-Heje 1996]. The most widely used software development methodologies are not designed 
specifically for particular software techniques but are designed for general applicability. In this 
paper we consider a special type of system development projects where there is a potential gain 
by including combinatorial optimization (CO) techniques. We discuss the issues differentiating 
these projects from usual ISD projects and propose a methodology that specifically supports the 
development of CO based systems.  
Throughout the paper we refer to experiences gained from participation in a research project 
involving the development of an information system with a substantial CO component. The 
research project was called CIAMM (Center for Industrialized Application of Mathematical 
Models), and was initiated with the purpose of developing theory, methods and tools to 
contribute to the diffusion of information systems with CO in the manufacturing industry. One 
of the cases in the project was carried out at a shipyard needing software for the scheduling and 
control of their steel plate inventory. The project involved team members from several research 
institutions and a consultancy company [Carugati 2002, Hansen and Kristensen 2003a-c]. Since 
the project acronym is CIAMM, the methodology will be called the CIAMM Methodology. The 
content of the methodology is based on empirical research carried out in the period 2000-2003 
on the basis of the inventory case [Carugati 2002 (a, b, c), Hansen and Kristensen 2003(a-c)].   
In the paper the expression information system is used in a broader sense than just a synonymous of 
software. Information system is intended as the system comprising of people and technologies, 
hardware and software, constructed with the purpose of improving some sets of organizational 
activities.  
The CIAMM development case highlighted that CO based IS present additional challenges with 
respect to traditional software development processes. Research in techniques of CO has 
primarily been developed in theoretical settings where the use of simplified models of complex 
phenomena has been sufficient to study the characteristics of the techniques. This simplification 
does not work in industrial settings where complex factors are an essential part of the problem 
[Brooks 1987]. Second, in industrial settings it is essential to use IS prototypes to elicit 
requirements from the users [Brooks 1987], but CO is not a technique that easily lends itself to 
breakdown into independent development efforts and therefore it is not suitable for rapid 
prototyping. Third, to be able to use the techniques it is necessary that users and developers 
reach a high reciprocal understanding of each others’ problems and possibilities. CO methods 
are very complex for the expert to explain and for the users to understand. At the same time the 
developers need a very detailed knowledge of the users’ system to exploit the techniques, but this 
is also difficult to obtain because of the high degree of tacit knowledge usually present in the 
users’ environment. While this last issue is true for any ISD case, it is particularly damaging for 
systems based on CO because these systems function only if the model of the users’ 
environment is well described in the code. 
To support the development of CO based IS this paper presents a methodology that is partly 
based on established methodologies and terminology, but which also tackles the new problems 
specific of CO. Firstly, the methodology focuses on creating a viable process that facilitates 
knowledge exchange among projects participants. Secondly, different methods will be proposed to 
divide the development task in subtasks that can take form of either prototypes or finished products, 
hence making it possible to have frequent demonstrations and releases supporting the dialog between 
 2
developers and users. In order to make clear when the methodology can be profitably applied, the 
next paragraph makes explicit the context of application of the methodology. 
1.1 Assumptions and Target Group 
One of the characteristics of commonly used ISD methodologies is that they are proposed for 
general validity and the basic assumptions about organizations and technologies on which they 
rest have become black-boxed and the application of one or another methodology in a particular 
development group becomes almost axiomatic.  
However the discussion of assumptions, meanings and expectations present in the contexts in 
which methodologies are produced and applied is very important to understand whether a 
specific methodology is adequate for a specific development case. The experience from the 
inventory case has shown that the axiomatic and unreflective use of methodologies can hide 
unexpected traps.  
This paragraph presents the assumptions at the base of the methodology presented in this paper. 
The methodology resulted from the experiences of the inventory case and therefore it follows 
that the assumptions for its use are also to be found in the development context of the case.   
The development of the information system was carried out in an organization where the 
members were working from different locations. The locations were several kilometers apart but 
there was not time-zone difference between team members. 
The team members were formally employed in different organizations and had responsibilities 
both for the inventory case but also for their organizations. At times the requirements of the 
organizations and of the development project would interfere causing the team members to 
make choice on priorities. 
Each member of the development team did mainly tasks pertinent to his/her specific interest 
area and the interest area of the employing organization.   
The span of control of the project manager of the development team was relatively limited 
because the team members were working for different companies. Control was achieved through 
negotiation.  
The developers had a deep theoretical knowledge of the CO technique. Knowledge of 
programming was necessary but subordinate to knowledge of CO. There was no initial 
knowledge of the customer’s site or of the customer’s problem. 
The customer was totally new to the CO technique. The customer knew that the situation was 
not optimal and that CO could help in changing the situation but they were not aware of the 
total possibility of the technique. The customer was very knowledgeable of his environment and 
of its constraints and possibilities. 
The organizational task to be supported by the IS was complex because neither the customers 
nor the developers had an exact idea of what the processes would have looked like when the IS 
would have been finished. 
To summarize, the development context for this methodology involved a development 
organization, which was distributed, loosely coupled and where the span of control of the project 
manager was limited. Furthermore the developers knew about the technology but not about the 
customer’s system and the customers knew their problem and believed that CO could help to 
solve it, but had no idea of the real possibility of the technique. Consequently the definition of 
the problem was unclear and open to discussion. All these conditions where in the minds of the 
authors during the writing of this paper and are addressed explicitly or implicitly in the 
methodology. 
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Results from the inventory case presented in another case [Carugati 2002b] show that this 
methodology is necessary when the development organization is distributed and loosely coupled. 
However it can be contended that the methodology would work well also in case of co-located 
and hierarchical organizations or other combinations. 
The methodology is recommended for development projects where the technique employed, CO in 
our case, is new for the customer organization. In these cases a high degree of reciprocal learning is 
required: learning about the problem domain for the developers and learning about the technique for 
the customers. The methodology is, on the other hand, not recommended if both developers and 
customers are knowledgeable about each other’s areas. In these cases more structured approaches, 
e.g. the waterfall model, are recommended. 
It is hoped that these explanations can help a project manager to answer the three questions:  
Is this methodology suitable for our development organization? 
Is this methodology suitable for our customer organization? 
Is this methodology suitable for the technology on which the system under development is based? 
These are the three basic questions that should be addressed by any group at the beginning of a 
ISD project and that far too often are instead neglected because of traditions, habits, or rush to 
begin.  
1.2 Structure of the paper 
The paper is structured in the following way: 
Chapter 2 – describes CO problems and introduces different types of optimization methods to 
solve these types of problems. Further, problems solvable with use of optimization techniques 
are introduced, hereby making it possible for non-experts to identify potential business cases.  
Chapter 3 – presents the concepts of models and the models used in ISD.  
Chapter 4 – gives an overview of some of the existing methodologies and presents the basic 
ideas on which the methodology is based. In particular the definition of the business problem 
and the issues of knowledge exchange including the difference in using knowledge exchange vs. 
system success as the goal for ISD. These ideas emerged during the empirical investigation of the 
inventory case.  
Chapter 5 – presents the methodology and elaborates on the basic ideas introduced in chapter 4. 
The framework of the methodology is an iterative process that forces frequent interaction 
between developers and users. Going through the process many times and each time discussing 
prototypes of a small part of the IS facilitates a debate, which is focused and at the same time 
keeps every stakeholder informed of the actual state of the technology and the users’ system. The 
chapter focuses on the issues specific for developing CO based IS. 
Chapter 6 – considers the main managerial challenges for using the methodology. The focus is 
essentially on the use of the methodology in organizational settings accustomed to more 
structured approaches.  
Chapter 7 – gives a summary and the conclusions. 
Appendix 1 – lists many of the experiences of the development case at the shipyard, their 
consequences and the way in which the methodology is going to affect them.  
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2 Combinatorial Optimization Problems  
In this section we introduce Combinatorial Optimization (CO) problems and issues to consider 
when dealing with Information System Development (ISD) projects with a key content of CO. 
There is no single definition of CO, but in the following we describe the main elements. One or 
several objectives are given, which we want to minimize or maximize. The set of solutions is 
discrete and countable. The problem sounds like a simple one to solve: Try all combinations and 
pick the best of the feasible solutions. Assume that our problem is to find the best sequence of 
only 10 tasks, for instance at a production line. This results in evaluating 10! = 3.628.800 
potential combinations referred to as the solution space. Assume that we, by use of a computer, 
can evaluate as many as 1.000.000 orderings per second. Evaluating all solutions would then take 
only 3.6 seconds. Now consider the case where we double the number of tasks to 20, resulting in 
20! sequences. For this problem it would take more than 77000 years to find the best sequence! 
This phenomenon is called the combinatorial explosion. 
In most cases we are satisfied with “good” solutions and not necessarily the proven optimum. 
Fortunately, search methods exist, which investigate only promising regions of the solution 
space, resulting in good solutions within reasonable computation time. These methods are called 
heuristics and do not guarantee that an optimal solution is found. Exact methods, on the other hand, 
guarantee to find an optimal solution. These methods search the entire solution space, but can 
often deduce that the optimum is not in certain regions and hence only consider these implicitly. 
The problem with exact methods is that they require long computation time but these methods 
can also be used as heuristics to search for good solutions only doing a partial search of the 
solution space in a limited time span. The search will hence not necessarily reach an optimal 
solution and the possible optimality of the solution cannot be proved. In the following we discuss 
the components of a CO problem.  
The output of a CO problem is a set of decisions. For instance in “Project Selection”, we must 
decide, which of say 20 projects to initiate. This is basically 20 yes-no decisions leading to 220 
=1.048.576 different solutions, of which of course many most likely are infeasible or very poor 
solutions. We typically model yes-no decisions with use of binary variables, where 1 means yes and 
0 means no.  
The problem owner should decide which of the potential solutions are preferred according to his 
preferences or objectives. These objectives must then be translated into a mathematical function, 
which can be maximized or minimized according to his preferences. Assume that each initiated 
project in the Project Selection problem has a value to the problem owner, which is independent 
of which other projects are initiated. The objective function is then the sum,  
∑ ii xvmax  
Here vi  is the value of project i and xi is a binary variable, which is 1 if project i is initiated and 0 
otherwise.  In most cases some of the solutions in the solution space defined by the decision 
variables are not feasible. The values of the variables are constrained. Perhaps a limited budget is 
available for initiating the projects resulting in the following constraint:  
∑ ≤ bxc ii  
Here b is the budget and ci is the cost of project i. Further, assume that project 1 and 2 cannot 
both be initiated. The constraint x1 + x2 ≤ 1, will remove that solution from the feasible set of 
solutions, since only one of the variables can be 1. This is a so-called “hard” constraint, which 
must be fulfilled. The number of variables and constraints represent the problem size. 
“Soft” constraints are constraints that are preferred to have fulfilled, but where for instance few 
or small violations are accepted. Soft constraints are added to the objective function as a penalty:  
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If both projects 1 and 2 are initiated a penalty factor p is subtracted from the original objective 
function.  
To summarize, we focus on CO problems where the goal is to optimize one or several 
objectives. Typical problems are combinations of yes-no decisions, which are mutually 
dependent or constrained. Determining a sequence of tasks is also a typical example.   
2.1  Applications of CO 
A large number of problems originating in real-life can be solved with CO. Below we show some 
examples of the most common problem types occurring in industry: 
1. Cutting Stock and Nesting Problems: A set of items is to be cut out of larger objects in 1 
or 2 dimensions, minimizing costs on raw materials.  
2. Bin Packing Problems: A set of 3 dimensional items is to be packed in a minimal number 
of larger bins. This is a typical problem in container and pallet loading. 
3. Production Mix: Given products to produce, availability constraints and costs on raw materials 
and machine resources, determine the production plan minimizing costs.  
4. Project Planning: Given a set of projects with expected profit and cost, maximize expected 
profits. 
5. Production Sequencing: Given a set of products to be produced at an assembly line. 
Determine the optimal sequence with different constraints on the sequence. 
6. Job-shop Scheduling: Determine the optimal sequence of operations or tasks on a given 
set of machines in a job-shop.  
7. Staff and Shift Scheduling: The demand for staff with certain qualifications over a period 
of time, possibly divided into shifts is given. The problem is to create an optimal working 
schedule for the staff covering the demand for the period. 
8. Crane/Robot and Vehicle Routing/Scheduling: Determine the optimal route/schedule 
performing all tasks or visiting all customers. 
9. Facility Location: Given a set of potential facility locations and customers with demands, 
decide in which location to open a facility in order to minimize the cost of opening facilities 
and delivering goods to customers. 
Problems in real-life often have some characteristics in common with the above problem types. 
Perhaps the problems are a combination of the above types or have additional constraints. The purpose 
here is only to give a flavor of the type of problems we are considering.   
With limited knowledge of CO it can however be a difficult task to identify a problem as 
belonging to the class of CO problems. In general, the possibilities of using CO should be 
investigated for problems where a solution is to be chosen among a large set of possible 
solutions - remember the combinatorial explosion of solutions. 
2.2 Embedding CO in Software 
In most cases the optimization task is only a subpart of a larger IS. For example, in the inventory 
case, the CO algorithm was used to generate a sequence of operations to be used as support for 
decision making for the operators in the inventory. The problem solved with CO is only a subset 
of the business problem, which is managing all activities in the inventory. CO software requires 
input data about parts, resources, costs, gains etc. and delivers an output list where a sequence of 
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operations is specified. Interfaces with other systems and users are required to make the 
optimization possible and useful for the user. Figure 2.1 shows the situation when considering 
CO for optimization of production scheduling.  
                                      
Figure 2.1. Combinatorial Optimization and other system components 
The CO algorithm belongs to the core of the system. It takes inputs from the company databases 
and the production plans through system interfaces. It also takes input from the users through a 
graphical user interface. Possibly there could be other applications that interact with the CO 
algorithm. These applications could for example manage the request of an extra order or track 
orders on the production floor. Then the CO algorithm returns output data to the databases, 
applications and users. Since the CO algorithm is embedded in the overall system, we use the 
term optimization core to define the specific part of the system that implements the optimization 
methods for solving the problem.  
Thus the optimization core must have access to relevant data and after finding a satisfactory 
solution, it returns this to the system for further processing. The main technical objectives in 
projects including CO are the following: 
1. Modeling a given optimization problem. Designing and implementing an optimization 
method to solve the model.  
2. Specifying and implementing the interfaces between the CO core and the rest of the IS. 
Achieving the technical objectives is not a trivial task and it often takes a significant amount of 
time, but even then, the main problem that has been evidenced through the inventory case is to 
define in detail the business problem and exchange the relevant knowledge between developers 
and users [Carugati 2002].  
3 The Concept of Models 
In this section we introduce the concept of a model, since models are a significant part of ISD. A 
model is an abstract representation of reality in any form (including mathematical, physical, 
symbolic, graphical, or descriptive form) to present a certain aspect of that reality for answering 
the questions studied [def. ISO 15704, GERAM]. Within a system development methodology 
there are multiple purposes for building models: Models help people to exchange knowledge 
[Carlile 2002] and develop shared understanding of the problem setting, to coordinate their 
action and to facilitate communication [Wand et al. 1995]. Models can also be used for 
documenting collected knowledge or as guidance in project planning. 
As a corollary to the intended purposes of models, it is useful to state some of the possible 
problems in using models. Models are only a representation of reality, but they are not reality. 
Therefore a model of an IS only represents some aspects of the IS and should not be treated as 
Databases Other Applications
System Interfaces  
CO Core Applications dependent 
on the CO core 
Graphical User Interface 
User 
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the final product. Models are not fixed in time, since they have to be changed as interests, 
knowledge, priorities, purposes, and assumptions change. The use of outdated models 
diminishes the ability of the model to facilitate knowledge exchange [Carlile 2002]. Finally, 
models are built for specific reasons and by specific people to serve, willingly or not, specific 
interests. Through a representation of specific views of reality, models enable and constrain 
different ways of acting.  
In section 3.1 we discuss models, which can be used to facilitate the process of ISD, minding the 
pitfalls explained above. 
3.1 Models in Software Development  
According to Brooks [1987], one of the essential characteristics of software is that it is “invisible 
and unvisualizable” (page 41) and this makes it impossible to create single and easily 
understandable models of software (as opposed to physical artifacts that is represented with 
geometrical models). In order to capitalize on the many advantages of models explained above, 
software has to be represented via several models superimposed upon each other in order to 
provide the richness of details that enable shared understanding, coordination of actions and 
communication between the developers and the users of the IS1.  
The software of the inventory case was developed using the object oriented (OO) paradigm, 
which is widely used and has proven to be very effective for the development of CO based 
systems. We will therefore only consider the OO paradigm in the following. 
In software development the goal is to develop software solving some problem arising in the real 
world system. For the software to be useful for the users there must be a relation between the 
software and the problem it tries to solve. To create this relation it is necessary to achieve an 
understanding of how the stakeholders of the system perceive the real world. This understanding 
becomes the basis of the conceptual object model.  
A conceptual object model includes the objects in the real world system, their relations, activities they 
perform, attributes they posses and possible states they can be in. Processes are created by sequences 
of events and activities. Objects are instances of classes. A pen for example is a class, while the red 
and blue pens lying on my desk are objects. A class is in other words a template or pattern of an 
object describing classes of objects, which are in some way related. As conceptual object models 
are focused on modeling objects, they are often referred to as object-oriented models. 
The usage model [Mylopoulos 1992] is a model of how the software system to be developed is 
going to be used. This includes all interactions with the system by users and other systems 
through system interfaces. 
A CO model is basically a logical or mathematical formulation of the CO problem at hand. It is 
based on the conceptual object model, but it additionally specifies constraints between objects, 
decisions to be taken and system objectives. A CO model of a CO problem can then be seen as 
an extension of the conceptual object model. For some of the objects, decisions have to be taken 
in order to minimize or maximize a mathematical function. The decisions are modeled with 
variables, which can take values within specified sets of possible values. For instance returning to 
the problem of selecting projects, each project is an object instance of the class “project”. For 
each object we can decide to select it or not, associating to it a variable, which can take values in 
                                                 
1 To be true, physical artifacts cannot be fully represented by geometrical models either; for example material 
properties and surface treatment are not part of geometrical models. However with geometrical models the function 
of an artifact can be understood intuitively, which is not true when many different models have to be used to explain 
the function of software.   
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the set {0,1}2. The class has some attributes as well, i.e. the cost of the project and the profit. 
Note that the CO model is specific for ISD projects with CO.  
With the conceptual object model, CO model and usage model, the developers can built a model 
of the software system to be developed. This is usually referred to as the design phase resulting 
in a design model.  
 
Figure 3.1 Models used for developing CO based IS. 
The way the customer perceives the real world is the basis for the definition of the conceptual 
object model and the business problem. In practice the information collected from the customer 
will not be focused on one model at a time. The developers will have the task of separating the 
information into the different models.  
Building models requires a modeling language that complements the use of natural language. The 
standard modeling language within object-oriented modeling is the Unified Modeling Language 
(UML) [Fowler and Scott 1999], which can be used for building models in software 
development. The language mainly consists of different diagram types for instance Use Cases for 
building usage models and the Class, State and Activity diagrams for building conceptual and 
design models. The Object Constraint Language (OCL) of UML has means to describe 
constraints on objects and among objects. OCL is however quite laborious to use, which 
suggests supplementing the constructs of UML with use of natural language and mathematical 
formulations. Modeling is further discussed in section 5.2.  
4 Methodologies and Goals 
In this section we describe some of the most commonly used ISD methodologies. These 
descriptions will not be comprehensive, but the ideas underpinning each approach will be used 
as source of inspiration for the methodology proposed in the next chapter. 
Most methodologies for ISD are conceptually based on the idea that the development process 
can be organized in stages. These stages describe the evolution of the software over time from 
being an idea, through design, development and operation. The most basic life cycle stages are 
known as System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) and comprise: system planning and selection, 
system analysis, system design, system implementation and operation in Valacich et al. [2001]. 
This paper follows the ISO 15704 guideline that separates the development stages from the 
activities to be perform during system development. In ISO 15704 the identified activities are: 
                                                 
2 Another possibility is to have a separate object representing the set of selected “project” objects.  
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Identification, Concept, Requirements, Preliminary Design, Detailed Design, Implementation, 
Operation and Decommission. It is important to discern between stages and activities because 
knowing which activities are performed in a particular stage helps formalizing the content and 
extent of the stage itself.  
The most commonly used methodology is a linear process in which the SDLC phases are 
accomplished sequentially with relatively little iteration; this methodology was one of the first to 
be used and it is called the Waterfall Model [Bohem 1988, Valacich et al. 2001].  
Another approach to development is the Spiral Model [Bohem 1988] where the different phases, 
with focus on requirements definition, are repeated a series of times and includes risk assessment 
and customers evaluation as check points for taking decision about the continuation of the 
project. The major focus of the spiral model is on institutionalizing the evaluation of project 
continuation.  
Rapid Prototyping (RP) [Pries-Heje 1996] is another approach that focuses on re-iterations. Mock-
ups and simplified versions of the software are prepared to elicit requirements from the users. RP is 
mostly focused on requirement elicitation. Lacking focus on implementation, RP is mostly used 
during the requirement definition phase of the SDLC.  
Rapid Application Development (RAD) [Valacich et al. 2001] is an approach that focuses on 
quick re-iteration of the phases of system design and development. RAD emerged from the need 
for speed requested by the continuously changing environment of modern businesses. RAD is 
based on high customer participation in the development.  
A number of methodologies have emerged from RAD and RP e.g. Dynamic Systems 
Development Method (DSDM) [DSDM Consortium 2003] and lately, Extreme Programming 
(XP) [Beck 1999]. DSDM and XP are based on developments of small subsets of functionality that 
can be integrated in the customer system every three to four weeks. This is made possible by 
having the customer defining user stories or problems that can be tackled separately within short 
periods of time. The major focus of XP is to constantly provide value through frequent integration 
at the customer site. The principles of DSDM and XP are very similar. XP is however more 
focused on programming practices while DSDM is more focused on the customer’s role in the 
development process.   
The first two methodologies and especially the waterfall model are also referred to as heavyweight 
methodologies for their relative lack of flexibility in revising the completed phases once a new 
phase is started. This is because a heavy use of resources is committed to performing every phase 
in the best possible way and therefore there is lack of motivation to revise the work done. As we 
move towards less rigid processes we move towards what are referred to as lightweight methodologies 
[Fowler 2000] or more recently agile methodologies because of their focus on continually revising the 
understanding of the problem domain. In this second type of methodology much less weight is 
given to the planning and analysis phases. Lightweight methodologies are based on the hypothesis, 
that the environment is changing faster than the system is developed and therefore there is 
potentially no gain in using months, if not years, on the development of a system, which when 
completed is based on obsolete analysis and requirements.  
In the rest of the paper we focus on a methodology specifically designed for the characteristics 
of software based on CO.  Obviously the development of CO based software is subject to all the 
problems that plague the development of any other system. As already mentioned, there are 
issues related to the novelty of the technology that are specific to projects including CO. The 
Chic-2 project [Chic-2 1999] had a similar focus when developing the Chic-2 Methodology for 
combinatorial applications. This methodology is modeled after the waterfall model however the 
proponents of Chic-2 conclude that the CO technique requires an iterative approach to the 
design, development and validation of a solution. Therefore they propose an evolutionary 
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approach within the specific stages of the lifecycle. As in the spiral model, the evolutionary 
process within each waterfall stage allows risks to be taken into account in the management of 
each stage. Our methodology includes many of the same issues, but for reasons that will become 
apparent below we choose a more agile approach. We have taken inspiration from the cyclical 
nature of the spiral model and we capitalize on the use of prototypes and on the ideas of XP, but 
we propose an alternative way to gain insights from the users without removing them from their 
daily activities.   
4.1 Basic Ideas 
Our methodology builds on multiple ideas. These ideas have emerged from the experiences of 
the studied inventory case. The majority of these ideas are confirmed in results of previous 
studies while some ideas are original. The full list of problem items of the inventory case can be 
found in appendix 1. In the following part the problem items have been clustered and converted 
into constructive ideas: 
1. It is a complex activity to decide the detailed objectives for the IS. Developers and users 
have different perceptions of the problem and of the possibilities of the technology. The 
methodology must account for these perceptions as well as being open to changes in the 
definition of goals. This problem is, among others, reported in [Checkland and Scholes 1999].    
2. Priority to the solution of the business problem. This has the priority for the customer. It has 
to have the same priority for the developers to keep the customer motivated to participate 
constructively in the project. The hypothesis is that the customer will ask for more releases 
depending on how satisfactory the previous releases are and how far the customer believes the 
latest release is from the finished system. 
3. Knowledge exchange is fundamental in the creation of a satisfactory system. Since the 
customer’s knowledge of CO is usually low and the developers’ knowledge of the business 
problem is limited we have to create a means of knowledge exchange. Knowledge exchange 
goes beyond information exchange: it entails a reciprocal (customer and developer) 
understanding of one another’s worldview [Churchman 1968, Checkland and Scholes 1999].  
4. Invested knowledge is a barrier to changing and revising practices for the customer and to 
rebuilding the software for the developers. It is a known phenomenon that we tend to 
continue doing our work in ways that we know are not perfect, because we have invested a 
significant amount of energy in learning how to do it and we do not want to unlearn. In a 
similar way software developers do not want to discard months’ worth of coding because 
new conditions emerge. The methodology has to ensure that the knowledge invested by both 
parties in the software is susceptible to change with little inertia [Carlile 2002]. 
5. An iterative process based on short iterations allows for keeping both customer and developers 
motivated and focused on the solution of the business problem. The hypothesis is that long time 
between meetings diminishes the users’ participation and therefore their involvement. This leads to 
greater risk of dissatisfaction with the system [Hartwick and Barki, 1998]. Furthermore, the 
inventory case shows that with low presentation frequency, the developers have too much space 
for interpretation. The effect is that the software is difficult to understand for the users during the 
rare presentations.  
6. Short time between releases encourages the developers to produce simple releases: simpler for 
the developers to code and for the customer to evaluate. With simple releases, the level of 
developers’ interpretations (e.g. simplifications) is kept low and the customer can more easily 
comment on them [Carlile 2002]. The challenge in software development with CO is to break the 
CO part into smaller tasks that the customer can evaluate, while the usual approach is to develop 
the CO core in one long iteration. 
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7. Short time between releases allows regular monitoring on the business validity of the work 
done and planned. The customer’s environment tends to change over time because of internal 
and external pressures. Frequent releases put customers and developers close to each other and 
therefore diminish the risk of working on outdated requirements [Valacich et al. 2001].   
8. The customer perceives value only during presentations or after a release. Many activities of data 
collection have little value for the customer but consume a lot of time. Developers have to focus 
on activities that create value for the customer in order to engage them in continuous and 
useful debate [Beck, 2001].  
9. The CO core is a black box for the user. It takes data and produces an output in a way hidden 
from the user. The user has to trust the system to be satisfied with its use … or to use it at all. 
Frequent iterations with presentation of simple parts of software make the users active 
participants in the creation process and they are therefore more willing to trust the output of the 
system as a product of their own work [Hartwick and Barki, 1998]. This again calls for opening 
the black box, splitting the development task into smaller pieces that can be visualized and 
explained for the customer. 
In sections 4.2 and 4.3 we discuss the evolving nature of the project goals and knowledge exchange since we 
find these to be the fundamental elements in shaping developers’ and customers’ worldviews. The 
issue of decomposing the CO core into smaller components suitable for development in short and 
simple iterations is discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4. 
4.2 The Evolving Nature of the Project Goals 
The ultimate goal of any software project is to bring value to the customer. Value for instance 
through increased productivity for the users of the software and the entire organization, new 
possibilities for improving processes in the organization, better planning of activities, etc. Customer 
value will be central in every aspect of the proposed methodology.  
The main requisite for delivering value is that the IS works as required by the customer. The 
problem is that very often it is difficult for the customer to define in detail the requirements of 
an IS at the beginning of a project. The reason for this is that when dealing with a new 
technology, like CO, the possibilities granted by the technology are not clear to the customer 
until they can see the system in operation.  
At the same time developers often do not have sufficient knowledge of the application domain 
and the knowledge must be gained from the users and domain experts within the customer 
organization in order to clearly understand goals and objectives for the IS. A dialog between the 
developers and the customer is required for the customer to externalize their goals and objectives 
and for the developers to successfully capture the requirements and model the customer's 
problem. This process is shown in figure 4.1, where goals and objectives of both sides change as 
a constructive dialog between developers and customers is established.  
 

























Despite the difficulties with the changing nature of goals and objectives, at the beginning of an ISD 
case, the customer is usually able to describe the business problem, which is more generic than the 
specific IS functionality. With reference to figure 4.2, the general business problem is called the 
outcome space [Remenyi et al. 1997] of the IS. Throughout a development project, goals for the IS are 
refined and objectives become more detailed as explained above. This idea is showed graphically in 
figure 5, where the arrows 1, 2, 3, 4, in the cone represents systems development efforts concluded 
with a prototype demonstration. The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the outcome space correspond to the 
specific goal for the IS during the respective efforts if the development had continued without 
changing course.  
Figure 4.2. Outcome Space 
The conical form of the development project is not indicating that more freedom is obtained the 
further we move in the development case, but rather that there is a boundary within which the 
project continues and outside where the project might be stopped. The open shape of the cone 
also indicates that the more the stakeholders know about the possibilities of the technology, the 
more precisely they can shape it to fit their needs.   
A typical problem in the development of large IS emerges when the requirements, albeit agreed 
on by both parties, are treated as static and used throughout the development project. In this 
case the system provider develops the system with little contact with the customer and in many 
cases the result is not what the customer expected in the first place. This might result in a dispute 
between the parties on whether the system reflects the initial requirements or not. 
1. From the Diary of the Inventory Case 
The developers and the shipyard stakeholders used the first five months of the project to 
discuss the detailed requirements of the IS, but the programming activities were not yet started. 
After one more meeting the following lines were written by the project manager in an email to 
the development team: 
“I think that we have now “milked” the shipyard people for information and thoughts about 
the inventory to such a degree that nothing more comes out! Furthermore I think that the 
information that we have now are not much more valuable than what we had [3 months ago]. 
The next step is therefore that we use our skills and the information in our possession to show 
how the problem can be solved.  
It is my hope that this new suggestion to organize our work will succeed because I seriously 
think that this is our last chance to maintain the respect of the shipyard and get some solutions 
delivered to them! Otherwise there is a risk that they will totally lose faith in our ability to ever 
finish the job and as they said: “It might be that we can solve the problem better on our own!” 
In the inventory case, after six months of data collection and many meetings to determine the system 
requirements there was still debate on what the system should do. The shipyard considered this 
situation very negatively and consequently the project manager of the developers mandated the 
developers not to investigate any further the details of the business problem. After this command 
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(see previous “diary” window) the developers proceeded on their own to develop the IS attempting 
to interpret the needs of the users, making simplification, and second-guessing some of the physical 
relationships of the inventory. The prototypes were shown to the users in very advanced stages when 
the developers envisaged that the software could provide real insights and value to the customer. The 
first prototype was shown to the users during the 16th month of the project and it was so complete - 
or complex - that the users were not able to give compelling comments either of the appropriateness 
of the simplifications or of the software rendering of the physical relationships of the inventory.  
With respect to the considerations presented above, the diary from the inventory case shows that 
discussing the software without a concrete example on which to focus the discussion, allows very 
little progress towards detailed requirements. It also shows that the decision of having the 
developers working alone impeded the evolution of common goals and objectives (figure 4.1) 
and also the path-changing behavior within the outcome space (figure 4.2). The developers’ 
interpretation and simplification were actions that, outside the control of the users, prioritized 
the developers’ goals to test and try the CO techniques to the cost of the users’ goals.   
Summarizing, often the customer does not initially have a clear view of the requirements for the 
IS, it takes a long time to decide the detailed system requirements, and the requirements agreed 
upon can change during the project when the customer collects more knowledge about the 
technology used. The knowledge exchange has to be actively supported otherwise only the 
developers will carry out the shaping of the technology. Furthermore, organizations of today live 
in increasingly dynamic environments where it makes little sense to consider the requirements as 
fixed. Therefore, in the search for a method to develop CO based software we have to sustain a 
process that supports active and continuous dialog for business problem definition and 
redefinition.  
4.3 Knowledge Exchange  
The issues in the definition and redefinition of the business problem expressed in the previous 
paragraph highlight a different way of looking at ISD where the successful process aims at the 
exchange of knowledge between developers and users. Certainly, the aim is still to develop a 
successful IS, but the consideration shown above led to consider this aim as secondary in the 
sense that the chances for system success3 are increased if knowledge is exchanged properly 
among the stakeholders. The main advantage in using knowledge exchange as aim in the 
development process is that there is always progress even when what is learned indicates 
problems with the IS. Using system success as driver for ISD is conducive of a behavior that 
focuses on satisfying the requirements rather than investigating their appropriateness. Taken to 
the extreme, this behavior might induce total absence of communication between developers and 
users in the name of “developing a successful IS that satisfies the requirements”. This is very 
similar to the behavior illustrated in the previous diary window where, after a certain time, 
learning was not seen as positive, but as a waste of time. This perception ultimately resulted in 10 
months of no communication between users and developers.  
Knowledge exchange among different communities emerges as one of the main hurdles in 
development projects [Carlile 2002]. Carlile [ibid.] discovered that when dealing with projects 
with high levels of novelty, like CO based systems, effective knowledge exchange between 
                                                 
3 Note that here is used the wording “system success” and not “information system success”. System success refers 
to the improvement of the larger system in which the IS under development is only a part. Indeed system success 
can be obtained even if the IS is not developed at all, when the knowledge gained from the development process is 
used such that the overall system is improved. Furthermore, if the project is stopped because new conditions emerge 
that make it unnecessary, then the overall system will save on the development costs which otherwise would be 
incurred without returns.  
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groups, like users and developers, is particularly difficult because what one group needs to know 
to complete a task is not independent from the knowledge needed by the other group. 
Furthermore Carlile [ibid] identified defensive behaviors in groups to protect the integrity of 
their hard worked knowledge. He called this phenomenon invested knowledge to indicate that 
knowledge is not a commodity good but it presents inertia when trying to change it.   
In this case, according to Carlile [ibid.], knowledge exchange can be facilitated by centering the 
dialog between developers and users on artifacts, called boundary objects, especially designed to 
ease the passage of knowledge. Boundary objects in ISD can be models, documents, diagrams, 
prototypes or software releases. During meetings these boundary objects become the focal point 
around which discussion revolves.  
The experience from the inventory case has shown that software prototypes are the most efficient 
boundary objects while written documentation is very inefficient and works better as an 
information repository. However the inventory case has also shown that prototypes, to become 
boundary objects have to have specific characteristics and have to be used consciously.  
2. From the Diary of the Inventory Case 
During the project the developers met the users for the last time in the 5th month of the 
project and then showed them a quite complete prototype during the 16th month. At this last 
occasion the developers asked questions related to the modeling choices made for the physical 
layout. For the users it was very difficult to take a position on the question, since they could not 
foresee the consequences of their answers for either the software functionality or the operability 
of the software in the inventory. The issues went unresolved and were picked up repetitively at 
other presentations. The software prototypes became an impediment to transfer of knowledge 
because the users did not know enough about the prototypes to comment properly. Without 
compelling reasons to change the prototypes, the developers continued their work as if 
everything was fine.   
The choice of effective boundary objects is not as straightforward as it might seem. In cases similar 
to the one presented in our case (Diary 2), the prototype becomes an impediment to the passage of 
knowledge because knowledge about the prototype is unevenly distributed. This is a known 
phenomenon where the inappropriate use of boundary object strengthens the power position of 
one group on the other and reinforces the boundary rather than bridge it [Wenger 2000]. 
Boundary objects must represent one groups’ knowledge to another group making it explicit 
Nonaka and Takeuchi [1996] but they must also be targeted towards the needs of the recipient 
group. Boundary objects are not created perfect, estimation and trial and error approaches are 
necessary to refine the object’s ability to bridge knowledge boundaries [Boland and Tenkasi 1995].    
Wenger [2000] provides three characteristics for objects to work as boundary bridges. First, 
boundary objects must be something to interact about or according to Carlile [2002]: everybody must 
be able to use them. Second, they must show real differences as well as common ground. Real 
differences are needed to make the object interesting. Common ground is needed because 
otherwise the object cannot be understood completely by one of the parties. Third, they must 
present dependencies to translate knowledge between groups’ repertoires so that experiences and 
competences can actually be adjusted.  
Let us evidence the characteristics of a boundary object applied for example to a possible 
prototype created for the inventory case. 
The boundary object must be visual [Carlile 2002, Brooks 1985]. Visual artifacts are easy to inspect and 
quick to understand. The software prototype has to replicate the environment of the users such 
that they can verify whether the developers understanding of it is accurate enough. Visualization 
responds to the need of making knowledge explicit. 
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The boundary object must be usable/functional [Brown and Diguid 2001]. Not all knowledge can be made 
explicit by visualization. Some knowledge that remains tacit can only be demonstrated through 
action. By working with the prototype the users enact their daily routines and can immediately 
identify the misunderstandings of the developers. Visual and functional boundary objects will also 
facilitate the establishment of a common language [Wenger 2000] 
A boundary object must be up-to-date [Carlile 2002]. The prototype has to be the latest product of the 
developers. The main function of the prototype is that the developers can take home the 
comments of the users, change their understanding of the problem and create more accurate 
solutions. If the developers present to the users an obsolete prototype while they are already 
working on newer versions two problems might happen. First, the developers will be focused on 
newer problems and will miss the importance of the users’ feedback. Second invested knowledge 
will create inertia to do rework.   
The boundary object must work both ways [Boland and Tenkasi 1995]. Prototypes are built for the users 
to learn about the system’s possibilities but also for the developers to collect feedback. 
Mechanisms must be built in the prototypes to facilitate the collection of the feedback. For 
example the prototype can be built in with a “recording” mechanism so that everything done with 
the prototype and everything said can be recorded and replayed at will. This feature will give the 
developers a chance for retrospective sensemaking and facilitate the improvement of the software  
Once the importance of software prototypes as boundary objects is clear, the next step is to 
determine the right pace at which the prototypes are used. The rule of thumb is to show prototypes 
when their level of complexity is not too high, such that the users can relate to the changes and give 
constructive comments, but not so often that the variation becomes trivial. Proponents of agile 
methodologies suggest to present prototypes every three to four weeks [Beck 2000]. Short cycles of 
development followed by software presentation and discussion should support the knowledge 
exchange that allows the common evolution of goals and objectives (figure 4.1), and the change of 
direction within the outcome space (figure 4.2).   
5 CIAMM Methodology 
In this section we present in detail the methodology for the development of CO based IS. The 
ideas presented in section 4 provide a rationale for the methodology. The difficulty in 
determining the business problem leads to the design of an iterative process that allows for 
frequent revision. The need for knowledge exchange requires the creation of boundary objects as 
focus points in discussions. To reduce the negative effects of invested knowledge short iterations 
and simple prototypes are required. These points call for an iterative process where development 
cycles are short. This in turn reflects on the need for splitting the software into smaller 
development tasks that can be tackled within the length of one iteration. The subdivision point is 
of technical nature and will be dealt with in sections 5.3 and 5.4.  
There are six main stages in the methodology:  
1) Business Problem Definition 
2) Conceptual object model and Usage Model (creation of) 
3) Iteration and Release Planning  
4) Design and Implementation  
5) Evaluation  
6) Integration 
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The methodology focuses on a process that facilitates frequent and constructive encounters 
between developers and users while at the same time trying to minimize the amount of time used 
for discussion without the support of the proper boundary object. The process involves repeating 
the phases of the methodology many times in an iterative fashion in order for the knowledge 
exchange to take place. The idea is to use a relatively low amount of resources in the initial 
definition of the business problem and instead to put effort in the activities of evaluation and 
validation, redefinition of use cases, and iteration and release planning that are more meaningful 
when based on a software prototype.  
Figure 5.1 shows an example of how the methodology phases might unfold over a series of three 
iterations. For reasons of space the stages of the methodology are indicated by numbers from 1 
to 6 in figure 5.1. In the figure the methodology stages are mapped against the system life cycle 
activities proposed by the ISO 15704 to show which activities are involved in each stage. The 
figure shows that in the first iteration few resources are used to define the business problem and 
then in the second iteration the business problem is revised due to the learning of the first cycle. 
In stage four the developers design, implement and test the system. In stage 5 the users evaluate 
and test the system. In accordance to the characteristics of boundary objects presented above, 
the prototype should be functional and therefore evaluation is a stage that involves operation of 
the system. The barred box in stage 6 represents the integrated system only for evaluation and 
testing purposes by the users. In the third iteration, stage 6 represents integration of the system 
in production. Integrating software whenever possible is not only source of immediate value for 
the users but software releases represents the best boundary objects since the users can provide 
feedback to the developers from actual usage. 
 
Figure 5.1. An example of iterations over time 
The situation is further explained in figure 5.2. The figure refers to the evolving nature of goals 
and objectives (paragraph 4.2) and shows the representation of goals and objectives of the 
developers as shown in figure 5.2. At the beginning of the first iteration the developers have an 
initial understanding of goals and objectives and they proceed to develop the first prototype (the 
squares in the figure) as a boundary object. When they show the prototype to the users, they 
(together) achieve a new understanding of the goals. They find out that a part of the first prototype 
was out of scope because goals and objectives have changed or were not clear and other parts of 
the prototype were developed with mistakes, maybe because of misunderstandings among the 
groups. In the second iteration, the developers proceed to develop the second prototype and 
Identification 
Concept 






time1  2  3        4           5  6  1  2  3        4           5  6  1 2  3        4           5  6  
1 day 1 day 1 day 3- 4 weeks 3- 4 weeks 3- 4 weeks 
Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 
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correct the first, represented by the area of overlap of the squares marked with 1 and 2. In the 
following presentation the situation is repeated. Parts of the second prototype are out of scope and 
parts have to be corrected. The process continues in this fashion until the work done during the 
entire development effort covers all the needs for the final version of the goals and objectives. 
Obviously the shape of goals and objectives does not only change because the software prototypes 
help the users to understand what they want from the IS, but they can also change because 
something in the environment has changed. 
 
Figure 5.2. Evolving goals and objectives and development efforts 
Figure 5.3 depicts the methodology for developing CO based IS. The figure shows an example of 
6 iterations. At the beginning, a first version of the requirements for the IS are formulated based 
on the initial definition of the business goals. In the first iteration the focus is on creating a basic 
system that can become a boundary object to focus the discussion between developers and users. 
In the first iteration a graphical user interface (GUI) and a database connection (DB) are therefore 
developed. This is to prepare at the very beginning visual and useable prototype. In the following 
iterations, more elements of the CO core are added in common agreement between users and 
developers. The details of the division of the CO problem in sub-problems are explained below in 
paragraph 5.4.5.    
Figure 5.3. CIAMM methodology for information systems with CO 
In the next sections the phases and practices of the methodology will be explained in detail, but 
before moving on we will point out the major difference between this methodology and other 
agile ones like XP. XP is based on the assumption that rework costs do not increase over time 
[Beck 2000, p. 23], but rather is constant if the code is kept simple and continuously tested. The 
result is that programming decisions can be postponed as late as possible in the development 
process without incurring additional problems. Though we do subscribe to this last point we do 
it for a different reason. To develop a CO based IS we need mutual understanding of goals and 
objectives among users and developers. This understanding is the result of a debate around 
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Knowledge exchange and a process that supports it, is therefore necessary in developing CO 
based IS independent of other cost considerations for ISD projects. Programming decisions 
must hence be postponed until the necessary knowledge is available. 
5.1 The Business Problem 
In the Business Problem phase the customer identifies the opportunities for improving current 
practices with use of CO.  The major players in this phase are the different stakeholders in the 
customer organization possibly supported by the developers facilitating the process of defining the 
business problem. In this phase, as explained above, it will be sufficient to define rough goals for 
the system − the outcome space. The process can be supported via the use of workshops as the 
ones proposed in the Soft Systems Methodology [Checkland and Scholes 1999]. The output of this 
phase is a short document containing an initial definition of the business problem including the 
overall objectives. Interrelations to other parts of the organization and other business problems 
should be described. The customer is responsible for writing the document. This phase should not 
take more than a few days and it is important that both users and developers acknowledge the 
results of this activity as temporary and therefore subject to change.  
5.2 Conceptual Object Model and Usage Model 
In this phase the definition of the business problem is detailed resulting in a conceptual object model of 
the system domain and a usage model. These models can function as boundary objects facilitating 
knowledge exchange at an early stage enhancing the developers’ understanding of the domain. The 
models are the basis for design and are hence not directly related to how the software system is built. 
This is the purpose of the design phase. The usage model and the conceptual object model can be 
built either in sequence or in parallel. From our experience the sessions should be relatively small to 
be effective: A few developers, a domain expert and few end-users (see also [Beck 1999]). This phase 
of the life cycle should be finished within a few weeks. This process is often referred to as the 
requirements capture and analysis [Bennett et. al. 1999] resulting in a requirement model. 
5.2.1 The Usage Model 
The usage model consists of use cases, which are descriptions of functionality. The set of functionality 
included in each use case solves a specific task necessary for a user or some other interfacing system. 
Basically, a use case includes the role of the user, the functional requirements and the business reason 
for the use case. The business reason might seem insignificant, but the purpose is to validate the need 
of the requirement. The stories are identified at a meeting where both developers and users participate. 
The use cases can either be written on note cards, or a CASE tool can be used. The user will later detail 
each use case when it is going to be implemented. The collection of use cases gives a rough description 
of the future usage of the system. The usage model is obviously revised after every iteration. 
In Table 5.1 is shown an example of a possible use case from the inventory case. The crane operator is 
notified if the plate requested is not on top of the stack, the crane is moving to. The developers can add 
notes on the card including risk assessments and time estimates for implementing the story.  
Story name: Manual registration of misplaced plate Date: 
Risks: Low   Time Estimate: 1 day 
User roles: Crane operator 
Story: If the top plate in a stack is not the plate registered in the system, then the 
expected top plate is added to a “warning” list. Else if the operator finds a plate that 
should be in another stack he/she can manually register the correct placement of the top 
plate. 
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Business reason: When registration errors occur these must be corrected to restore the 
consistency of the database. 
Notes:  
Table 5.1 Example of a use case. 
Another use case might be to get the output from the CO method for the defined CO problem. For 
example in the inventory case, this would be to request sequences of movements for the two cranes.  
5.2.2 The Conceptual Object Model 
The conceptual object model is as mentioned earlier a simplified representation of the system of 
interest. The use cases constitute a foundation for identifying the objects and classes in the 
system: All nouns are potential candidates.  
For each class we are interested in the attributes determining the characteristics of the class, the 
relations or associations to other classes and the responsibilities of the class. The different possible 
conditions of the object are described by different states and state changes are triggered by events. It 
is often easier to grasp a visual representation of a class than a written. Here, different types of UML 
diagrams are useful. Class diagrams can be used for describing the different objects and classes of 
objects in the system as well as their relations.  
 
Figure 5.4. An example class diagram for the inventory case. 
Figure 5.4 provides a simplified example from the inventory case. “Crane”, “PlateStack” and 
“PlateQueue” are all subtypes of the general “PlateHolder” class. “PlateHolder” is not related to a 
physical object, but is an abstraction of an object that can “hold” a plate. For all plate holder classes a 
plate can be “pushed” into or on to it, e.g. a crane can lift a plate or a plate can be dropped on a stack. 
Similarly a plate can be “popped” or removed from a crane of stack. Further a crane can move. The 
arrow to the plate class indicates an association, which refers to the fact that a crane can hold zero or 
one plate. Similarly 0 to n plates can be placed on the plate stack and queue. Characterizing all 
subclasses of “PlateHolder” is that they have a position in the inventory, where the position is an x-y 
coordinate. The operation isEmpty returns true, if the “PlateHolder” is not holding a plate. The 
association from “Plate” to “PlateHolder” indicates that given a plate, we can find out where on the 
storage it is positioned.  
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Another useful diagram is the state diagram. Here, the different states and activities of an object are 
illustrated as well as the events triggering state changes. Figure 5.5 shows an example of the crane 
class from the inventory case. The two key states are the crane waiting for further instructions with 
or without holding a plate. An arrow to another state indicates a state change and the legend 
describes the event triggering the change. The brackets are so-called guards or conditions for 
triggering the event. For instance when the crane is waiting, it can only start moving, if no collision 
with another crane would occur. Similarly a plate can only be lifted from a stack, if the stack 
actually holds a plate. 
Figure 5.5. An example state diagram for the crane class in the inventory case. 
5.2.3 Supplementing the Models for CO Development 
A number of optimization specific issues are usually not captured in the conceptual object model 
and the usage model. We propose to extend the models to include inputs, outputs, constraints 
and objectives. Inputs to the CO problem are most likely already captured in the object model, but 
more detail is needed. The degree of uncertainty on input data must be evaluated: Is the problem 
deterministic or stochastic? Is the problem static, or dynamic – i.e. are data available a priori or will 
they become available during execution? What types of disruptions or events should the system be 
able to handle during execution of the achieved solution? Should the user be alerted in case of certain 
events occurring or should it be handled automatically by the system? If data are not available, 
initiatives must be taken to collect these. Some of these issues relate to the usage model and others to 
the conceptual object model, which might need to be updated when these issues are resolved. 
Additional information on inputs is noted on the class diagram typically as attributes and relations. 
Objectives identified in the phase of determining the business problem is validated at this stage. 
In case of multiple objectives, it has to be decided how they are ranked or how the objectives are 
aggregated to form a single objective. Further, should the user be given a single solution or 
choose from multiple solutions presented? Together with the developers the customers 
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determine the requirements on solution quality and available computation time. These issues are 
all related to the usage model.  
In Table 5.2 it is shown an example of a checklist, which can be used when collecting information 
on objects or classes, which are part of the problem definition. Again we use the inventory case, 
considering the crane class. The focus is on analyzing what types of input, output, constraints and 
objectives are needed to model the crane and its relations to other objects.  
Class/Object name: Crane Date: 
Deterministic/static input: Start position, costs of lifting/dropping plates and moving crane. 
Deterministic/dynamic input: Request for movement jobs and changes in movement jobs. 
Stochastic/static input:  
Stochastic/dynamic input: Distributions over movement speed in X and Y direction and 
lift/drop times. 
Disruptions: Breakdown/halt of crane. 
Constraints: Avoid collision with other cranes. Can only hold one plate at a time. 
Output: Sequence of movements performed by the crane. 
Objectives: Min. no. of lift/drops, moved distance and duration of movement sequence.  
Table 5.2 CO checklist for the crane class. 
5.2.4 Summary and Final Remarks  
At the end of this phase all the models are ready for further use in the design and 
implementation phase. The models have maximal importance in the first iterations in the 
methodology since they have the function of boundary objects. In later stages, when software 
prototypes are ready, then the models’ informative content becomes less important. During the 
multiple iterations the goals and objectives are going to change making the initial models 
outdated. Decision must be taken on whether to maintain the models up to date during the 
project or not. Models must be updated under any circumstance at the end of the development 
project to create the necessary documentation for software maintenance and upgrade. Creating 
the documentation at the end of the development will save lots of resources in maintaining 
documentation, which is destined to become obsolete anyway. Comparing the first models with 
the last provides an occasion for reflection on the process and concrete evidence of the 
variability of goals and objectives.    
5.3 Iteration and Release Planning 
The iterations and releases are planned on the basis of the initial collection of use cases and the 
conceptual object model. One iteration in the project life cycle must be limited to weeks not 
months according to our basic ideas described on page 10. This will increase the amount of 
feedback from the customer thereby increasing knowledge exchange.  
3. From the Diary of the Inventory Case 
This project was very long … it is no secret – I even heard the developers’ manager saying it – 
that we could have done ourselves a big favor by having held more frequent technical and 
comprehensive meetings to keep track of what [the developers] were doing. It would have put 
us and our production department closer to the development; it would perhaps also have 
assured that the project hadn’t been running on such a wide spectrum or even in totally another 
direction than planned. So more milestones over this VERY long period … We felt that some 
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people withdrew to their ivory tower, and cultivated their own interests there, where it perhaps 
could have been more advantageous for them and us if we had more dialogue in that period. 
Project Manager - Customer side. 
Given the short duration of the iteration and the developers’ estimates on how long it will take 
to develop each use case (including possible dependencies between use cases), the customer 
decides what use cases the developers shall develop in the current iteration. In this phase it 
should be possible to make a preliminary plan with the dates when the use cases will be 
integrated in the customer’s existing systems. The plan is revised regularly during the 
development when more knowledge is gained. 
In projects including CO, the design and implementation of the use cases in which the users 
request a solution from the CO core will usually take a long time to be completed. CO software 
is quite complex and the development of such a use case might take months. In order to exploit 
the methodology for the CO use case, we need ways to split the development task into smaller 
components that fit into the short iterations. The developers drive the process of splitting the 
complex use cases into smaller components. Possible ways of splitting the development can be 
done for instance by considering: 
• Smaller sub-problems. 
• Different optimization methods.  
• A subset of the constraints or other simplifications. 
When requirements are neglected, plans should be made for their reintroduction in the system.  
In the following is given an example of the headlines of the planned development in the first 4 
iterations of a development project including CO: 
1. A database and simple GUI to do manual planning and visual simulation.  
2. Constraint checks and objective calculation. The user uses the software manually but is alerted if 
constraints are violated. 
3. Simple construction heuristic that can automate the work of the user. The user can compete 
against the heuristic in an optimization game. Here visualization is essential to create a 
realistic test environment for the user.  
4. A local search heuristic that improves the manual work of the user or the construction 
heuristic and a GUI to adjust optimization parameters.  
After the completion of the first iteration, the software prototype will support discussions 
between the customer and the developers by visualizing what the users do when planning 
manually and by simulating the planned solutions. In the following iteration the implementation 
includes constraints that are checked for violation during manual planning and simulation. The 
constraints are implemented based on the developed CO models. The objective value is 
calculated in order to compare solutions. In the third iteration a computer game is created where 
the manual plan is compared to the plan achieved with a simple heuristic. We refer to section 5.4 
for details on heuristics and other optimization methods. Now the user has the opportunity to 
validate that the notion of a feasible solution in the system is correct. Again, visualization of the 
solutions is the key to focus the discussion. It should be noted that the development until 
iteration 4 is relatively low risk, while developing more complex optimization methods than 
construction heuristics are medium to high risk. It is not trivial to split an optimization 
development task between smaller iterations and still keep the added functionality interesting for 
the users to test and discuss. The idea is to identify smaller subsets of the optimization methods 
that can be graphically illustrated for the user. In this way the length and risk of the iteration is 
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reduced and visualizing the underlying components of the CO methods increases the users’ 
knowledge of optimization methods.  
5.4 Modeling, Design and Implementation 
The main activity in every iteration is design and implementation of the chosen use cases. We 
will specifically focus on development related to the CO core. Given the conceptual object and 
usage models, the development team initiates the building of the mathematical or logical model 
of the problem. First the problem is analyzed for specific characteristics hereby identifying 
suitable model types and optimization methods, e.g. a scheduling problem or a resource 
allocation problem. The model includes variables, constraints, parameters and the objective 
function. Secondly, the developers determine the problem size and size of the solution space to 
give an indication of the expected computation time. Perhaps the problem can be decomposed 
into smaller sub-problems, which separately can be solved more efficiently. The above tasks 
require experience from similar projects and a good overview of CO methods and applications. 
Otherwise there is a risk that the same and possibly wrong tool is applied to all problem types 
even if other more suitable tools exist: “Once you know how to use a hammer everything in the 
world looks like a nail”. [Williams 1999] is an indispensable source of inspiration when building 
Mathematical Programming (MP) models. MP models are in our setting models where the 
objective is a mathematical function and the constraints are inequalities and equalities consisting 
of mathematical functions. Often the functions are linear functions. MP models constitute a 
subset of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) models. CLP models are more general since any 
logical relationship between variables can be expressed, but the optimization methods are 
mathematically less sophisticated [Marriott and Stuckey 1998]. In cases where the models 
become too complicated to build or solve, the alternative is a simulation model [Pidd 1998] or 
models suitable for local search heuristics [Pirlot 1992]. 
We propose that the development team initially develops the simplest form of optimization 
method for the given CO model and afterwards gradually improve it or complement it with 
more complex methods. Unless the model is straightforward to solve with standard optimization 
software, the simplest thing to do is usually to construct a solution by repeatedly taking greedy 
decisions without regret – a so-called construction heuristic. The advantage of this approach is 
that the heuristic is fast, easy to develop and the developers will quickly get feedback from the 
customer. Changes to the CO model will be necessary and this is cheaper to do with a simple 
approach than a more complex one. Table 5.3 shows the appropriate methods based on the 
requirements on solution quality and available computation time. 
 

























Figure 5.6. Return on Investments versus the CO methods’ complexity 
Figure 5.6 shows the different methods in a complexity vs. return on investment diagram. The plot 
illustrates common beliefs, but the shape of the curve and the scales are of course depending on the 
skills of the development team, the characteristics of the problem, and the effectiveness of the 
development process. The developers should inform the customer of the costs, risks and benefits of 
choosing different methods for a given problem. If data are static or given before optimizing, the first 
row is appropriate otherwise the methods in the second row are proposed.  
It is always a good step to first develop a construction or on-line heuristic, because this is the 
simplest thing to do and a prerequisite for developing more complex methods. Local search 
heuristics for instance require a constructed solution to improve. An on-line heuristic is basically 
the same as a construction heuristic. The only difference is that the heuristic decisions are made 
on-line. The forward-looking on-line heuristic as the name indicates looks a few steps into the 
future in order to avoid making very shortsighted decisions, similar to a chess-player trying to 
foresee the opponent's move in order to make his best move. 
Local search heuristics try to improve a solution by iteratively making small or local changes to it. 
A local search is composed of the following components: 
1. A representation of a solution to the problem. 
2. Operators to make local changes to a solution − also called the neighborhood structure. Solutions 
reachable by applying an operator once on a solution in all possible ways are called the 
neighborhood solutions. 
3. To make an efficient local search it must be fast to determine the objective value and feasibility 
of the neighbor solutions − i.e. evaluating a neighbor. 
4. Stop criteria: A class of local search heuristics called Descent algorithms stop when no improving 
neighbor solution exists. The solution is then a local optimum, but not necessarily a global optimum 
of the entire solution space. Other criteria are computation time, number of iterations, etc. 
There are other methods than the Descent algorithms that allow the escape local optima still without 
guarantee to reach a global optimum. The most widely used local search heuristics are Simulated 
Annealing and Tabu Search [Pirlot 1992]. The set of local search heuristics is a subset of the class of 
heuristics called Meta-heuristics which also includes Genetic Algorithms. Exact methods and heuristics 
based on exact methods are generally more complicated to implement than local search heuristics, but 
in cases where the model of the problem or sub-problem fulfill certain structural characteristics, very 
efficient methods exists [Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988]. Often, however, the textbook models need to 
be extended to take into account special constraints occurring in practice, which might destroy the 
special structure that made the problem relatively easy to solve. In our methodology we focus on 
flexibility and simplicity, which are the strengths of heuristics. A mathematical model with linear 
constraints and objectives is not required for building heuristics. Any model consisting of any type of 
constraints and objectives can be solved with heuristics. 
Return on investment 










The components of a local search heuristic might suggest a way to split the development into 
smaller tasks as suggested in section 5.3. First of all, the solution should in some way be 
visualized. It is more difficult to illustrate the neighborhood structure: Given a solution the user 
suggests neighbor moves predefined by the neighborhood structure that might improve the 
solution. Alternatively the user can iterate through the possible neighbor moves, which are 
evaluated by the system. These features can also be combined with the optimization game to aid 
the user. After this iteration one or several different Meta-heuristics can be developed in separate 
iterations and different neighborhood structures can be tried, etc.  
5.4.5 Implementation Issues 
Given the CO model and the chosen solution method, implementation can start. Remember that 
design is not followed by implementation. The developers change between designing and 
implementing when necessary in order to revise the design to cope with additional functionality. 
When designing complex optimization software small sketches and/or UML diagrams can be of 
help, but completely specifying the system before starting implementation is not recommendable 
[Beck 1999]. The design should include interfaces to other external systems. This is often 
straightforward with static data, but if the CO core is part of a system used in a dynamic 
environment, integration can be complex. With static data, these are normally loaded into an 
appropriate object model and the solution is returned after optimization. In a more dynamic or on-
line environment ensuring consistency of data and concurrency are issues to be handled. It is 
however outside the scope of this paper. 
The choice of development platform should not be limiting the set of possible methods to apply. The 
best choices for heuristics are languages such as Java and C++, since they are object-oriented, fast and 
widely used. Use of available software libraries and frameworks should be used in order to decrease 
development time. Examples include libraries for solving LP, IP and CLP models, Meta-heuristic 
frameworks and Branch & Bound/Price/Cut frameworks. Most of them have interfaces to or are built 
in Java and/or C++. An alternative is the use of modeling languages and other high-level languages 
especially suitable for CO. We suggest choosing languages, which have interfaces to Java or C++. 
5.4.6 Improving optimization methods 
Performance should be considered when the developers and the users are confident that they 
have reached a common understanding of the business problem and that the CO problem is 
correctly modeled and implemented: Is the solution quality sufficiently good? How long is the 
computation time of the method compared to the requirements? Should time be invested in 
improving the quality and/or the computation time? Often the first straightforward shot at a 
working method is not satisfactory. The developers identify potential improvements and estimate 
the expected gain, risks and working time. Here a profiler is an indispensable tool for finding 
computational bottlenecks. Again we suggest trying the simple improvements before the more 
complex and time consuming. Generally a significant gain must be expected to pursue more 
complex improvements. Implement only one improvement at a time in order to precisely 
measure and track the improvements. Analyzing and keeping track of code-changes, 
improvements and experimental results can be a tedious task. ExpLab [Hert et. al.] attempts to 
simplify this task by providing a set of tools for running experiments, documenting the 
environment of the experiment and afterwards analyzing the results. Developers can be too 
focused on reaching the best possible performance, but often it is not a big issue for the users. 
Clear performance goals should be set up together with the customer before spending time on 
tuning the performance. The customer should prioritize the improvement tasks together with the 
other development activities. 
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5.4.7 Test and Validation 
Testing is the last subject to be discussed within design and implementation. We distinguish 
between two forms of tests: Developer tests and customer tests [Beck 1999]. 
Developer tests are as the name indicates performed by the developers. Often it is by accident 
that that a bug is discovered in the CO core. In some cases long computation time of CO 
methods makes it difficult to find the reason for the bug and a significant amount of time might 
be necessary to find the source of the error and afterwards correcting it. When trying to locate 
bugs, debuggers or print statements are often used. A lot of time can be saved if invariants as well 
as pre- and post-conditions are used. In CO tests checking consistency of the object model, 
feasibility of neighbor moves and change in objective value is a must. When doing time-consuming 
computations, it is a good idea that the program at certain checkpoints saves the state of the 
system. If an error appears, debugging can begin from the last saved state instead of starting the 
run from scratch. This will significantly reduce time spent on debugging and frustration in the 
developer team. A more radical possibility is automatic unit testing. One writes code, which 
automatically checks that the program is working properly [Jeffries 1999]. The test code must be 
separate from the actual program.  
User tests are so-called functionality tests based on the use cases. For each use case the user 
writes a set of tests including input data and required output data. The tests are afterwards coded 
by the developers and included in the test suite. In CO software, a functionality test that must be 
implemented is a check that solutions fulfill all the constraints and has the right objective value. 
Note again that the test code obviously is separate from the code doing the actual optimization. 
The tests should be implemented as soon as possible in order to create confidence that the 
achieved solutions are valid. A supplementary test is to generate instances, where the optimum 
solution is known. 
5.5  Evaluation 
In the evaluation phase the iteration and progress of the entire project is evaluated. This is done at 
a meeting where the developers present the results of the last iteration.  The results are discussed 
and the prototype is demonstrated to the users and evaluated. Since the intention is to use the 
software prototype as a boundary object to facilitate knowledge transfer, it is important that time is 
scheduled either at the meeting or before the meeting for the users to use and discuss the software 
with the developers. In this phase the users get acquainted with the technical possibilities of CO. 
The use of the software will be the foundation for generating new knowledge and hence new 
requirements for the IS as well as to comment on the correctness of the representation of the 
problem in the software.  
At the same meeting it is discussed the next iteration and the revision of the plan. Basically 
iteration/release planning is done at the same meeting immediately after evaluation, hence 
initiating a new iteration. 
5.6  Integration 
Releases are integrated into the user environment and used in production by the users as soon as 
possible. This is the best way of getting feedback. The users should choose the smallest useful 
subset of use cases for the first release. New versions of the software should be released as often 
as possible to the users and hence give value to the customer as early as possible. Potential 
obstacles for integrating the software must be identified as soon as possible in the project. The 
plan for their removal must also be part of the project plan even though not necessarily done by 
the developer team.  
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The costs of preparing integration might involve large initial investments, which will only be justified, 
if the software system introduces a significant value to the organization. The risk is hence that the 
customer will only accept to integrate the system when it is nearly or completely finished. If the 
software cannot be implemented stepwise, initiatives must be taken to create a test environment 
simulating the integrated software to avoid problems during the final integration.   
6 Project Managers: Users and Developers 
The methodology described above has its fundament in the customer’s business problem and its 
knowledge aspect, however the explanation of the phases in section 5 focuses almost solely on 
software creation activities. This section is focused on specific activities that the project 
managers of users and developers should focus on in their daily managerial activities. 
6.1 Users’ Manager 
Business Problem: The main activity for the users’ manager in the definition of the business 
problem is to understand the nature of the problem that he has to solve and treat it accordingly. 
Since the problem will only be partially clear in the beginning of the development case, the 
advice is to exploit the CIAMM methodology to incrementally provide a solution to the evolving 
understanding of the business problem. It is very important for the success of the project that 
the project manager is a “champion” for the project [Ryan 2002]. He must argue and speak in 
support for the project and the methodology internally in the organization to ensure the support 
from management and participation from the users.  
Problem identification and specification of the use cases: According to the CIAMM 
methodology the customer and developers will go through the phase of problem definition and 
use case specification many times, once for each iteration. The main concern is to create 
acceptance for the methodology for those involved in the project and those outside. Customers 
of IS are used to receive the final requirements document and sign it off before the developers 
begin coding. Signing off is a traditional act as well as a legal requirement. There is a high 
probability that the iterative process proposed in the CIAMM methodology could be considered 
too informal and the project mistaken for being “out of control”.  
The task of the project manager for this phase is mainly educational. He has to educate the other 
project managers and high level managers about the idea, that the direction of the project is 
emerging and the final goals are detailed during execution. He also has to educate the users to 
work, and be satisfied with, semi-finite requirements at each stage. It has to be clear that the high 
frequency of the presentations sets the rhythm of the development and that therefore the users 
have to prioritize the use cases in cooperation with the developers in order to focus the 
development in the available time.  
Iteration and releases planning: In this phase it is important to keep in mind the basic ideas of the 
methodology and in particular the focus on knowledge exchange. In planning the iterations, it is very 
important that a boundary object in form of a graphical prototype is developed as soon as the very 
first iteration. This is because graphical representations are the only concrete way [Brooks 1987] in 
which the users can evaluate the developers’ understanding of the problem. At the end of the first 
iteration the users should receive a graphical representation of their physical system and they will be 
asked to perform the same activities as they would do in regular operation. Through their comments 
on the representation errors, on the limitations of the system etc., the developers can begin to 
understand the users’ worldview and see how much of it has been captured in the first usage and 
conceptual object model. At the same time the users can understand the state of the software and 
therefore they can decide their priorities for the following iterations. 
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Customer’s Reflection: While the developers proceed to develop the code, the project manager 
should invite other potential stakeholders in the company for a “moment of reflection” about the 
work accomplished and present newly emerged ideas. The goal with these reviews is to re-examine 
the software delivered in the previous iteration in order to investigate what types of opportunities 
and threats it can bring to the overall system. These meetings will increase the pay-off of the 
software system as well as avoid potential disruptions of the overall company’s activities. A 
secondary result of this activity is to demonstrate, to external stakeholders, that the project is 
proceeding in the right direction. The results of the meetings will be discussed with the 
development team in the following presentation.   
Evaluation and Validation: Using a process that takes emergent issues into account brings the 
development project into a status of continuous revision and change. Consequently the delivered 
software will also be subject to revisions. It is important that this idea is well understood by all 
stakeholders including especially the users. Misunderstandings must be tolerated as part of the 
process that brings the two teams towards a shared understanding of the goals and objectives for 
the project. The goal is knowledge exchange. The users have to be able to deal with evolving software 
such that the developers can get concrete feedback at each iteration. It must be stressed here that the 
discovery of misunderstandings has to be received as a positive sign of good cooperation and not as a 
sign of failure. Misunderstandings will always emerge because of the knowledge boundaries. If they are 
not surfaced e.g. because of fear or bad practice, they will evidently be incorporated in the system 
generating consequences that are not easily remedied later on. The consequences might be a final 
system with little resemblance to what the users expect and of little value to the customer.  
6.2 Developers’ Manager 
When using the methodology, the project manager on the developers’ side will most likely 
encounter problems related to the traditional ways in which system developers attack the 
development process. That is, the worldview common in software development that software 
has to be delivered completely finished and functional and that the goal is “IS success”. A large 
amount of energy has to be used to change this worldview because it can easily result in late 
deliveries that will hinder the knowledge exchange process. Therefore, also for the developers, 
the main objective must be knowledge gained from users’ feedback and not delivering an error-
free system at each iteration. A typical example can be found in the diary 5 of the inventory case 
that tells about the decision on when to present software to the users. 
5. From the Diary of the Inventory Case 
During the 15th month of the project the developers felt ready to present the software to the 
customer and proposed some dates for the presentations. These dates were communicated by mail 
to the customer’s project manager. After reading the mail he responded:  
“We are surprised about these late dates. In our last meeting in [13th month] you proposed a date at 
the beginning of [17th month] which is already much later than the planned date in [14th month]. 
These late dates make it difficult for me to keep the users interested. … We would therefore prefer 
to have the first two presentations before the summer holidays”  
The developers’ manager answered: “What you propose is probably possible but there is a 
higher risk that unexpected problems will incur during development, which will result in us not 
being able to deliver the promised results. This risk was the original reason for adding extra time 
to the original plan. … Now that you are aware of this risk you can decide accordingly when to 
schedule the presentation.”  
The customer decided to accept the risk and scheduled the presentations before the summer. 
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In this case the central concern for the developers is to present something functional … “the 
promised results”. In order to do this they request more time delaying the presentation. 
Notwithstanding the importance of the customer’s point in keeping his users motivated. The note 
from the diary shows a typical risk and conflict avoidance behavior that could prevent the 
methodology from being effective. Only through an appreciation of the positive effect of feedback 
it will be possible for the developers to avoid this behavior and capitalize on the users’ frequent 
feedback. Also in this case the metric of performance should be linked to parameters pointing at 
increased knowledge exchange. Quantifiable parameters could be hours spent with the customer, 
frequency of meetings and plan revisions, quantity of feedback received (vocal or mails) and so on. 
Rewards should not be given for performances that encourage “ivory tower” retreats like the some 
times used “lines of code produced”.  
For the developers the focus on knowledge exchange is more problematic than for the users 
because showing prototypes that are, to some degree, “wrong” puts them in a vulnerable position 
and exposes them to criticism. For this reason it is very important that there is full agreement and 
understanding between the users’ and developers’ teams on the reasons behind the use of the 
methodology and the advantages that are sought with it.   
7 Summary and Conclusions  
We have, as outlined in the introduction, proposed a methodology for developing CO based 
software. We have identified the basic ideas for the methodology based on experiences gained 
from a practical case. The basics of the most commonly used software methodologies have been 
presented as source of inspiration and we have adopted some of the ideas from agile 
methodologies like XP.  
The usual approach in ISD is to invest significant resources in the beginning of the project in 
order to reduce the risk of solving the wrong problem. However this approach fails to consider 
that, in developing CO based IS, it is difficult for the users to specify what they request from the 
IS until they actually see it in action. Therefore, for CO based IS the initial system analysis and 
design will always be incomplete.  
The experiences from the inventory case points to two important factors differentiating projects 
with CO from other ISD projects:  
1. Knowledge exchange between developers and users.  
2. The subdivision of the CO core into smaller development tasks visualizable for the users. 
In CO projects knowledge exchange between the stakeholders is particularly difficult because of 
the complex nature of the solution provided. Our choice of using an agile approach emerged 
from this recognition and is focused on sustaining a process that facilitates knowledge exchange 
between developers and users. This is achieved through frequent encounters focused on the 
discussion of a model, a prototype, or a release that act as boundary objects during the 
discussion.  
Developing CO based systems normally requires long periods of non-interaction due to the 
complexity of developing the CO core. We have therefore proposed a way to subdivide the 
development of CO systems into smaller tasks. These smaller tasks are manageable in relatively 
short periods of time hence making possible the use of short iterations.  
High frequency poses a limit to the increments in software complexity therefore allowing the 
users to comment at full capacity on the work done by the developers. The methodology focuses 
on making the users able to give well grounded reasons when they ask the developers to change 
the software or extend it.  
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This openness to change in goals and objectives is reflected in the methodology in the fact that 
we do not look for a well-defined initial definition of the project goal, but we allow for an 
emergent process of goal determination within the outcome space. The specific path followed to 
reach the final goal will emerge during the project according to the decisions taken 
collaboratively by the two groups.  
Continuing the users-developers interaction at fixed rhythm is helpful to make sure that the 
project is kept on going in the right direction and, as underlined in the experience from the 
inventory case, to keep the users motivated in giving their feedback to the developers.  
Finally these activities together should respond to the ideas and issues presented in paragraph 4.1: 
1. Decide the detailed objectives for the IS. 
2. Priority to the solution of the business problem. 
3. Knowledge exchange to reach a common view on requirements. 
4. Avoidance of problems in relation to invested knowledge. 
5. An iterative process based on short iterations. 
6. Simple releases for the customer to understand resulting in constructive feedback.  
7. Regular monitoring on the business validity of the work done and planned.  
8. Create value for the customer through frequent prototype demonstrations and releases.  
9. Open the CO black-box for gaining the customer’s trust in the system.  
The focus is all the time on the business problem and its evolution. The frequent interaction 
between the groups puts the business problem on the agenda every time [ideas 1, 2 and 7].  
Knowledge exchange and problems in connection with invested knowledge are taken care of by 
the frequent iterations and the simple releases focused on boundary objects [ideas 3, 4 and 6].  
Short iterations with frequent presentations increase customer participation, leading to 
involvement and consequently satisfaction with the system [idea 5] 
Value is given to the customer as often as releases or demonstrations are planned. Little time 
used on requirement elicitation and more time used on using the system maximizes the value 
that the customer can expect during development [idea 8].  
The customer participates in all phases of the development and is therefore well informed on 
how the CO core provides a solution. Resistance to the use of a black-boxed system is 
minimized [idea 9].  
To conclude, the methodology provides a way of doing software development, which responds 
to issues, which are common in many software development efforts, but which are accentuated 
by the complex nature of CO. The complexity of CO makes it difficult for the customer to see 
the possibilities granted by the optimization methods. Showing the possibilities of CO to the 
customers will change their perception of the problem and therefore reshape their objectives for 
the IS. However, in order to make the process most effective the users and the developers need 
to go through frequent discussions based on boundary objects. The goal with these boundary 
objects is primarily to facilitate knowledge exchange and secondarily to fulfill the requirements 
for the IS. In this view it is sensible to make the development efforts as simple as possible only 
solving the problem specified in each iteration. Short iterations result in less resistance to rework 
because the level of invested knowledge remains low.  The proposed way of subdividing the 
development of the CO core is necessary for the developers to code the core in short iterations. 
Further it gives an opportunity to transfer the necessary knowledge of CO to the customer for 
them to realize the possibilities of CO. 
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Appendix 1: Experiences from the Inventory Case 
 
Risk Scenarios Consequences Countermeasures 
The customer organization has not 
allocated sufficient time for the 
employees in the project. Employees 
are not directly rewarded for project 
participation. 
Lack of commitment and 
participation in the project. 
Quick integration of the application 
in the organization creates instant 
value, which justifies time used. 
End-users not committed in project. Software will never be used.  Frequent tests by users of new 
application releases. 
Culture of fire fighting focused on 
the solution of current problems 
instead of development projects. 
Impatience and decreasing 
commitment. 
Produce rapid and frequent 
application releases with clear user 
benefits. 
Too much time spent on 
requirements capture, delaying the 
first delivery of a prototype. 
Customer organization looses faith in 
the project. 
Quickly produce a first release of the 
application based on coarse require-
ments to engage further debate. 
Software so complex that not even 
programmers can understand it fully 
Difficult to detect errors and extend 
the system to take further require-
ments into account. 
Frequent releases do not guarantee 
simple software. Always keep the 
software design as simple as possible. 
Use re-factoring. 
The customer does not understand 
the concept and possibilities of 
combinatorial optimization. 
The customer looses interest in the 
project. 
Create an optimization game where 
the users compete against the compu-
ter or an interactive demo. 
The developers do not understand 
the business domain. 
The developed software does not 
solve the problem of the customer. 
Ensure frequent communication 
between the domain expert and the 
development team based on applica-
tions. 
Difficult for the customer to 
determine the relevant requirements. 
The application solves the wrong 
problem. 
Frequent releases and feedback based 
on applications reduce time wasted 
on rework.  
Communication gap between 
customers and developers. 
Even using the same language the 
problems are understood in very 
different way. The wrong solution 
will be implemented. 
Frequent iterations based on 
prototype discussions. 
Developers not sufficiently skilled in 
the deployed technology. 
Risk avoidance and long time used 
on polishing.  
Simple and short releases will help to 
create the experience base to tackle 
problems of rising difficulty. 
Lack of agreement on the deployed 
methodology. 
The process cannot be monitored 
and controlled 
Agree on methodology and go 
through the necessary education 
phase.  
Difficult for the developers to 
estimate time to deliver the 
requested requirements. 
Project gets delayed if optimistic. Use 
rule: “estimate and double”. 
Be open in the discussion of risk and 
complexity. Follow up on estimates 
and learn. Always deliver something 
on time. 
Everyone is afraid to expose ones 
ignorance of the business domain or 
Silence … problems not discussed. Discuss the prototypes … discussion 
will emerge naturally.  
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optimization methods. 
The user wants to automate the 
''pain'' of performing manual tasks. 
The software does not respond to a 
real business problem 
Look for possibilities before the 
development is started. Redesigning 
processes before is better than after. 
The customer stakeholders have 
different views on requirements.  
The developers get confused and no 
clear consensus is reached on the 
features of the system. 
Use releases as a focal point for 
discussion. Be ready to waste a few 
designs in favor of reaching 
agreement. 
Difficult to show the real value of 
the system 
System is not appreciated. Difficult 
to justify expenses.  
Frequent releases provide added 
value at low cost.  
Difficult to show progress of the 
system 
During long “quite” phases the 
customer cannot see progress. It 
gives the impression of “nothing is 
happening” 
Force frequent presentations, despite 
fear of looking bad. 
Commitments with one’s own 
institution/company creates 
tradeoffs with project activities 
Less effort is given to the project 
than necessary. Work quality is low. 
Make the project very visible in the 
organization through frequent 
demos. 
Difficult to  coordinate 
programming activities for common 
parts 
Bugs and time lost on integration 
and rework. 
Always use simple design. Modular 
design helps integration 
Graphical representations enhance 
mutual understanding 
Software is not physical. Only a 
prototype can provide a good image 
of the product. 
Always start with GUI and then 
refine it.  
Plans are useful if updated often Old plans are not used and do not 
provide control on project 
Revise plans at least at every start of a 
new iteration. 
Time consuming (costly) to agree on 
what to do 
Discussion is stopped without 
proper reason 
Use iterations as means to achieve 
agreement. 
The customer’s project manager is 
passive and reluctant to take any 
decisions regarding the project. 
Lack of guidance and clear direction 
for the project from customer side. 
Business decisions left to developers 
and the system may never be used.  
This might result because of lack of 
knowledge about CO or lack of trust 
in the technology. The use of 
prototypes should provide the 
validation necessary to gain 
commitment.   
Project manager has no 
commitment in the project. 
No effort to involve domain experts 
and end-users in the project. 
Business decisions left to developers 
and the system may never be used.  
Showing gradual improvements in 
the software can act as stimulus for 
the project manager to be more 
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